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Editor’s Preface

Those who took refuge outside their native France prior to the coming of the

Wars of Religion and during them have received considerable attention. But

what of that large and diverse group who remained in France and whose vo-

cation was to be as good citizens as possible within the volatile and dangerous

climate ruled over by the daughter-in-law and progeny of Francis I? Their re-

maining life span matched the duration of their anonymity as Protestant sup-

porters. Some of them, like architects, had particular talents which by their

very nature were public.

Professor Randall’s essay deals with this intriguing chapter of the relation

of theology and culture, in the case of the architect Philibert de l’Orme. In

what ways was de l’Orme both an artist and a citizen, and in what ways did

his fundamental philosophical and religious convictions bear on his work,

and on our interpretation of his work? This is an essay in the classical sense:

a learned testing out of a fresh way of looking at familiar or unfamiliar mate-

rial, provocative enough to be engaging. It takes a steady academic nerve-and

learning in more than one field of specialization -to achieve such an inter-

disciplinary inquiry. In such an edifice, there are always stress lines where the

weight of interpretation gets distributed between, on the one hand, reading

the lines of a text or building, and, on the other hand, reading between the

lines for deliberately disguised meanings. An artful hermeneutic is entailed,

one that requires as much solid aesthetic theory as it does the necessary

theological imagination.

Catharine Randall is Associate Professor, Department of Modern Lan-

guages, Fordham University, Adjunct Professor in the Graduate School of

Theology, Drew University, and a member of the Center of Theological In-

quiry, Princeton.

The translations ofquotes from Philibert de l’Orme are Professor Randall’s.

David Willis
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I

The Use of Contradiction

People have done so much damage to me, and accused me of so many crimes

of which Fve since been found innocent, and they’ve taken away from me any-

thing I’ve ever earned ... I believe that God has punished me because I care

more to serve men than to serve Him. So, instead of studying how to build cas-

tles and houses, I’ll learn how to edify [build up] men .

1

-Philibert de l’Orme

Philibert de l’Orme was one of the most influential, yet most controversial,

architects of his time. He was also a man of great arrogance and contentious-

ness, as well as being a provocative architectural theorist of great scope and

ambition. Finally, he was an evangelical, then an undeclared Calvinist, in the

tense political and religious period just prior to and during the early years of

the Wars of Religion. These complexities and contradictions in his character

and beliefs inform his writing and his work.

The Personal History of Philibert de l’Orme

Born in Lyons around 1510, Philibert de l’Orme seemed destined for an ar-

chitectural career from his early years. In his adolescence he participated in

1 Philibert de POrme, “Instruction de Monsieur d’Yvry, diet de l’Orme,” quoted in Anthony
Blunt, Philibert de I’Orme (London, 1958), pp. 150-151. I would like to acknowledge here the

help provided by the National Endowment for the Humanities in the preparation of this manu-
script; Hans Hillerbrand, Department of Religion, Duke University, under whose tutelage dur-

ing the National Endowment for the Humanities Seminar I did the research for this text; the

librarians at Avery Architecture Library at Columbia University; the Center for Theological In-

quiry, who provided me with a grant to revise and rework an initial version; and David Van
Zanten, Department of Art and Architecture, Northwestern University, whose insights and en-

couragement have been invaluable, and heart-warming, as have those of David Willis, Princeton

Theological Seminary.

1



2 PHILIBERT DE L’ORME

archeological excavations, fascinated by the idiom in which ancient cultures

erected structures. While traveling through Rome, Philibert worked as Car-

dinal Du Bellay’s archeological secretary in 1535, then returned to Lyons in

1536. For Guillaume Du Bellay, Philibert engineered fortifications, and built

the chateau at St.-Maur near Paris, much influenced by Vitruvian forms, dur-

ing the years 1541 to 1544.

St.-Maur was Philibert’s first experience of having to build a structure in

conformity with a predetermined site rather than levelled ground. He com-

mented that “its under-layer had been deeply mined by quarries and by the

coursing of water,”2 rationalizing in this way his inability to realize his per-

sonal architectural agenda there. St.-Maur was also an occasion of constraint

for Philibert on ideological grounds; Catherine de Medicis eventually com-

pelled him to revise the alterations he had already made in the plan. She then

relegated Philibert to a position subordinate to that of Primatice.

In 1547, upon the death of Francois I, Philibert directed the construction

of the king’s tomb. He describes this endeavor in his “Instruction de Mon-
sieur d’lvry.” Shortly thereafter Philibert was awarded the benefice of the Ab-

bey ofGeneston. Under Henri II, Philibert rebuilt Anet for Diane de Poitiers.

In this enterprise, he was given more latitude for personal expression; as long

as he worked around the Chateau of Breze at Anet, he was able essentially

to rework the structure from its foundations. In his efforts at Anet he is de-

scribed as having “sought for a way to grab hold of space, through the use

of forms recalling heavenly forms,”3 as though seeking to recuperate some lat-

itude from the constrained spatial circumstances under which he had per-

formed at St.-Maur. While large parts of Anet are no longer extant, we know

from engravings in Philibert’s Architecture that Anet was unusual in possessing

three differing sides to its court, epitomizing difference and asymmetry, and

rejecting uniformity.

Subsequently, Philibert received the Abbeys of Noyon and Ivry. He com-

pleted the chapel at Vincennes 1551-1553. In 1557, he erected the unusual

freestanding symmetrical Chateau-Neuf at St. Germain, iconoclastic in its de-

viation from the traditional model of a court enclosed by four wings. This

bold architectural statement created its own Protestant lineage; it was adopted

by the militant Calvinist architect Salomon de Brosse at Blerancourt some

years later.
4 Contemporary with the construction of Chateau-Neuf can be

2 “Le dessous en avait ete tellement travaille par des carrieres et par le mouvement des eaux.”

Jean Prevost, Philibert Delorme (Cambridge, 1984), p. 32.

3 Ibid., p. 40. “II cherche un accaparement de l’espace, par des formes qui doivent rappeler

celles du del.”

4 Blunt, p. 93.
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discerned the second phase of Philibert’s work, a period in which he exercises

considerable real architectural power. 5 This is also the approximate date

(1560) during which his Calvinist sympathies become pronounced. His archi-

tectural style now having received royal imprimatur, Philibert may have felt

emboldened to espouse the theology of an increasingly unpopular minority

to whom he had been sympathetic for years.

Philibert’s interest in Calvinism appears in his prefaces and texts, marked

by scriptural reference,6 a large component of which is specifically Calvinist

in his selection and citation of authorities: St. Paul, for instance, is given pref-

erence over St. James, a book more favored by Catholics at the time. At this

time, too, Philibert becomes intrigued by the prospect of erecting a structure

that would conform to the lineaments of Solomon’s temple as specified in the

Old Testament. 7 He begins explicitly to use Scripture as the textual template

for his building activity.

Personal unpopularity and political changes culminated in Philibert’s defin-

itive fall from favor. In Nouvelles inventions
,
he lamented: “Please, God, grant

me a more free spirit; shield me from the fears and worries that I’ve expe-

rienced since the death of King Henry.”8 This period constitutes the third

and final stage of Philibert’s architectural activity, one typified by fear of per-

secution until his death in 1570. In Philibert’s will, we learn that he had left

instructions asking to be buried as a canon in Notre-Dame. The chapter per-

formed exequies over his body and buried him in the nave as he had requested.

His Calvinism remained always a crypto-Calvinism, and on his death this Cal-

vinist sympathizer had himself buried at the base of a Catholic structure, a

fitting symbolic end for his architectural endeavor, as we shall see.
9

Because Philibert was not an early convert to Calvinism, the strategies of

subversion that he eventually deployed were not always consistent or apparent

throughout his career. Indeed, during the period in which he felt the most

protected, the reign of Henri II, repressive measures were enforced repeatedly

5 Henri Clouzot, Philibert de VOrme (Paris, 1910), p. 152.

6 See, for instance, Philibert de l’Orme, Nouvelles inventions
,
II, I, p. 309.

7 The dimensions for Solomon’s temple are found in the Old Testament
,
and Philibert repro-

duces them exactly in his text.

8 Philibert, Nouvelles
,

I and X, “Conclusion,” xx, p. 308. “.
. . laquelle neantmoins ie mon-

streray quelque iour, avec plusieurs autres belles inventions que i’ay trouvees, s’il plaist a Dieu

me donner l’esprit plus libre, & me mettre hors de tous ennuis & traverses que lfon m’a donne

depuis le trespas du feu Roy Henry.”
9 See his will, published in Henri Clouzot, Philibert de VOrme, pp. 81-84. It is also note-

worthy that during the Wars of Religion Philibert was not banished, as were other Calvinist ar-

chitects such as Du Cerceau. This attests to a considerable degree of covert and secret sympathiz-

ing rather than overt or explicit confessional identity for Philibert.
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against Protestants, among these being the massacre of the Waldensians in

1545 and the condemnation of the Reformed circle at Meaux the following

year. Clearly, Philibert’s conversion postdated this era, and probably coincided

with his perception of persecution and estrangement- both personal and

political-under Catherine de Medicis.

During this later period his most ambitious architectural writings were pub-

lished. Nouvelles inventionspour bien bdtir et a petitsfrais^ an extensive work that

subverts classical expectations through the audience it addresses-a more work-

manlv or craftsmanlike addressee than an elite and privileged architect

-

appeared in 1561. With this swerve in audience, Philibert also turns away from

the standard legitimators of power, searching for a new, more receptive power

base, or at least a more sympathetic audition. The nine books of his Architec-

ture were issued in 1567. Philibert’s constructions, both those actually erected

and those entexted (described in manuals), are especially idiosyncratic and

startling because he appears both to write and build “out of his own personal

experience.” 10 One key to that experience is the Calvinist content that in-

forms his later structures and texts.

Around 1564 Catherine commissioned Philibert to design the Tuileries.

Here, too, he inaugurated a Protestant genealogy, for his architectural inno-

vation (particularly the use of detail on the elevation of the Tuileries palace)

was later imitated by the Calvinist architect Jean Bullant. 11

A Peculiarly Protestant Prototype

Philibert de l’Orme was the most inventive mind to appear in French architec-

ture in the sixteenth century, and a detailed study of his work may . . . help

to throw some light on the peculiar problems of [this architecture ].
12

—Anthony Blunt

Philibert de l’Orme customarily poses a puzzle for art historians. His architec-

tural manuals and actual erected structures demonstrate many apparently

contradictory impulses, causing critics some perplexity as to the sources of the

10 Anthony Blunt, Art and Architecture in France 1500-1700
,
5th ed. (London, 1988), p. 84.

11 Ibid., p. 94.

12 Blunt, Philibert
,

xiii. It is possible to limit the interpretation of Philibert’s originality only

to the architectural culture of the times. For instance, Philibert, like Borromini, was an imagi-

native and inventive architect who bent the established rules to create works that were unique

yet still recognizably part of tradition. This architectural invention parallels the subversion that

I see in Philibert’s works, but both must be accounted for. It is not sufficient to take the buildings

as structure; there is always a determining intention -and sometimes, several warring intentions

and directives- behind their construction.
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varying, often opposing, architectural vocabulary and forms used by Philibert.

Anthony Blunt speaks of the “peculiar problems” of French art during

Philibert’s period. At the same time, Blunt acknowledges Philibert’s Protes-

tant adherence, suggesting that his Calvinist confessional stance come to influ-

ence his style significantly. However, Blunt does not directly equate religious

perspective and the development of a specialized idiom for the structures

erected. Nonetheless, in the prefatory materials to his several architectural pub-

lications, Philibert hints at such a relationship. His role as a Calvinist architect

commissioned to monumentalize Catholic nobility profoundly determines

the nature and intention of his work.

The nuances of Philibert’s peculiar situation can be discerned through an

examination of theological concerns, biblical references, and Calvinist “coded

speech” in Philibert’s architectural writings, a comparison with similar con-

cerns in John Calvin’s contemporaneous treatment of spatial and structuring

issues in Institution de la religion chrestienne
,
and an examination of drawings

and monuments erected under Philibert’s supervision or designed according

to his plans.

Philibert alludes to constraints on his architectural creation that are caused

by his Calvinist faith. Patrons did not always follow through on their com-

missions, sometimes due to lack of funds, but also Philibert maintains, out

of dislike for him or distrust of his religious beliefs. The tense religious climate

on the eve ofthe Wars ofReligion was responsible for how Philibert ultimately

conceptualized his structures. Philibert’s most important writings on architec-

ture are composed and published in a period of increased Catholic-Calvinist

polarization. This period is contemporary with his conversion to Calvinism.

Philibert’s Nouvelles inventions was in draff form at the time of the Conjuration

of Amboise (1560), and parallels the Massacre of Wassy in 1562. Philibert,

Calvinist architect to Catholic kings, queens, and nobility, portrays in his writ-

ings his embattled sense of being progressively cornered.

Philibert is often explicit in his prefaces to his written material about the

existence of such problems. In addition, he self-consciously situates himself

within a Calvinist scriptural tradition when describing his architectural aims,

deploying a particular iconography and architectural vocabulary aimed at cir-

cumventing or subverting Catholic power. Some of his structures are so en-

coded or visually skewed that the apparent glory they confer on a Catholic

patron is contradicted by the code or superscription. A minority Calvinist read-

ership, familiar with Calvinist exegesis and conversant in vernacular Scripture,

could decipher the vocabulary of Philibert’s structures in a different way from

the uninitiated’s approach to the structure as mere visual surface. Alerted to

the scriptural components on which the structure was based, these Calvinists
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interpreted the propagandistically Catholic structure in a way consonant with

their theology. They would read the structure back into their own sense .

13

Playing Hide-and-Seek in Philibert’s
Writings and Works

In sum, there’s really no need to go to such great lengths to understand how
he means those words .

14

-John Calvin

[It’s] as though it were sewn together piecemeal .

15

-John Calvin

The beams having been extended from the centers, and assembled with such

joints as I’ve described, are found to be incredibly solid when constructed . . .

such joints and assemblies cannot be discerned without the aid of ornamenta-

tion .

16

— Philibert de l’Orme

The hidden core of Philibert’s work and structures is Calvinist. His concep-

tion of buildings is Calvinist in character, displayed in code. This Calvinist con-

fession creates a kernel of hidden strength within the referential or citational

system of Philibert’s work, demonstrating a refusal to sacrifice belief to

constraint.

The foregoing quotations exemplify how Philibert applies a Calvinist top-

coat to his structures. The first quotation, taken from John Calvin, epitomizes

the gap between meaning and expression. Calvin decried allegories as a system

of obfuscation, asserting that their use fostered misinterpretation and opacity.

13 It is undeniable that Philibert’s allegories and his entire text can be interpreted in another

way, as simply epitomizing the contemporary struggle of artists and architects in society to estab-

lish the intellectual value of their profession in distinction from craftsmen. Read in comparison

with the editions of Vitruvius or Barbara or Serlio, such seems a more plausible case. However,

while this context may be a parallel phenomenon, it is significant that Philibert’s Calvinism has

been overlooked, and that all the other architects of the king were Calvinists. The confessional

stance cannot fail to have a theoretical and actual impact. A fuller and more balanced picture of

the complexities within which Philibert labored is produced through the mutual consideration

of both contextual issues.

14 “Au reste, il n’est ia besoin de chercher par un long circuit quel sens il use de ces mots.”

Jean Calvin, Institution de la religion chrestienne
,
IV, xvii (Geneva, 1552), pp. 412.

15 Ibid., IV, xix, p. 499. “Comme cousue de toutes pieces.”

16 Philibert, Nouvelles, II and XI, vii, p. 18. “.
. . les poutres estans tirees de tels centres, &

assemblies par telles commissures qui en procedent, se trouvent d’une force incroyable quand

elles sont construictes . . . Telles commissures & assemblages ne se voyent point pour les

ornements.”
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Significantly, then, when portraying his marginalized stance, Philibert often

uses allegories in his writings. Allegories and parable-like stories are gnomic

utterances that require interpretation on a different level than that on which

they are first received. As Philibert uses them they create camouflage for the

Calvinist-informed content of his thought and structures. The components

of his structure could then be assigned various meanings within an allegorical

reading that would obfuscate their true significance, thereby protecting- by
obscuring- Philibert’s implicit cultural critique.

Thus, in the final two above quotations, Calvin’s concern over a patchwork

approach to interpretation is juxtaposed with Philibert’s decision to actually

implement such an approach as a subterfuge. Philibert here relates an occasion

on which he had to compose a structural support out of “diverse pieces.” He
covers those disparate fragments over with a trompe-l’oeil veneer that creates

an impression of uniformity. But he remains aware, and tells his readers, that

what lies beneath possesses only an illusory unity. This structure was com-

missioned by a Catholic patron. Philibert shows that the structure is flawed

and riddled with cracks. Similarly unsound, this clever representation sug-

gests, is the power base of the patron. Philibert deliberately deceives the pa-

tron as to the substantiality of his structure.

When all these beams are assembled as I described to you above, if they

are to form a hall or room, no one will want to see the [places for pegs]

hollowed out in the middle ofthe beams. They would think such a spec-

tacle a heap of garbage, a spider’s nest, which may in fact be the case.

So, to avoid this unsightliness, these beams must be adorned with gilded

pieces or other ornaments, as sumptuous as possible ... to hide the

disparity underneath. 17

In this passage, Philibert plays hide-and-seek (in French, cache-cache
,
or the

act of remaining doubly, or jointly, hidden) through a doubled trompe 1’oeil.

He refers not only to the strategy of hiding disparate fragments under a uni-

form surface, but also of composing that surface out of ersatz materials; he

recommends “lambris dorez” (gilded, not real gold) . He uses ornament to de-

ceive the eye into perceiving an integral substance rather than a motley “amas

d’ordures.” Similarly, Philibert’s self-protective space, described by- and, in

some respects, formed by- his text, is created by the dissimilarity, but apparent

17 Philibert, Nouvelles
,
II and XI, v, p. 315. “Quand toutes les poutres sont parfaictes & as-

semblies, comme ie vous ay descrit cy-devant, si elles sont pour servir ^ une salle ou chambre,

aucuns ne trouveront beau de voir les liernes, clefs, chevilles, pouteaux & liens estre ainsi creux

par le milieu de la poutre, & voudront dire que ce sera un amas d’ordures & nichees d’araignees,

qui pourroit estre vray. Mais pour y obvier, il faut enrichir lesdites poutres de quelques lambris

dorez, ou autres ornemens, tant riches que voudrez.”
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harmony, between ornament and underlying structure. His strategy, there-

fore, is to counteract constraint by an impasto of detail that functions subver-

sively or in counterdistinction to the structure on which it is found. Organ-

ically, the detail is the parasite on the host, a parasite that ultimately saps the

strength on which it feeds. Philibert both metaphorically and structurally hol-

lows out (“. . . therefore hollow in the middle of the beam . . .”) the support

system of his patron, undermines it through the very structure commissioned

to perpetuate it. Such disparity resides beneath the surface of many of the

buildings Philibert designs, just as in his texts can be found something more

that, as he says, “others won’t find beautiful to see.”

In a similar textual representation of his subversive program, Philibert asks

his reader to envision a situation that might arise upon a great lord’s inheri-

tance of a castle, a dwelling the lord deems inadequate. Reluctant to destroy

the original structure, the patron decides to have alterations made. For these

alterations to work, the lord must tailor his expectations to the potentials of

the site occupied by the building. He must, in other words, be highly sensitive

to spatial concerns which will inevitably inhibit the implementation of all his

desiderata.

Let’s suppose that some great lord inherits or in some manner acquires

a castle or house built by his grandfather . . . and the heir . . . doesn’t

really like what he’s got ... so he wants to redo the building in a wholly

new way.

18

Philibert tells a story devolving from the patron’s predicament. Typical ofPhili-

bert, when he wants to describe a tactic for subversion, he invariably narratizes

or allegorizes it.

The heir, in so much as he has become a rather great lord, and conse-

quently has more wherewithal, also wants to have ... a larger building

wherein he may lodge his friends . . . even so, he doesn’t really want

to tear down the former dwelling of his predecessors . . . but this all

causes the space to be unconfigurable according to his wishes .

19

18 Philibert, Architecture
,

III, viii (Rouen, 1648), p. 65. “Posez donques le cas, qu’il soit

venu a quelque grand seigneur ou autre, par succession hereditaire, ou par autre moien, un chas-

teau ou maison bastie par son grand pere ... & l’heritier . . . ne trouve bon ce qui est faict,

quelquefois avec iustes cause & raison, quelquefois sans aucune . .
.
pourquoy il en veult refaire

un tout autre aupres du susdit, & le tourner d’une autre sorte, ains qu’il luy plaist, le semble

mieux estre a sa volonte . .

19 Ibid., p. 66. “Souhaittant donques de faire un fort beau logis, il ne veut abbattre pour cela

l’antique edifice de ses maieurs & predecesseurs . . . empeschent que le lieu ne se peult faire

comme il [le veut].”
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Through repetition, Philibert accentuates not only the client’s feeling of

constriction, but also hints at a more personal dynamic. The inclusion of po-

tentially problematic qualifiers, such as “peult estre,” which could undermine

the client’s actual advancement, points to the presence ofmore than one level

of signification in the passage. Coded, self-referential elements may be dis-

cerned. Philibert here portrays, under the guise of the patron, his own expe-

rience of constraint and compulsion:

In such ill-favored conditions, subjection and constraint, the Architect

must have good understanding, and take care not to speak as do the ig-

norant . . . He must carefully research the site, and know where each

thing should be placed, according to the needs of the structure .

20

The requirements of place (“selon qu’elle le requiert”) suggest a language char-

acteristic of Calvinist creators of structures and typified by an awareness of spa-

tial limitations on their confessional statements. Thus, Philibert counsels the

architect to circumspection and canniness so as not to imperil his security.

Several factors are operative in the interpretation of the foregoing passage.

First, in light of the Calvinist tendency to rely on the New Testament more

extensively than did their Catholic contemporaries, the parable-like quality of

Philibert’s statements is significant. Second, the considerable detail of the im-

age spotlights the detail as significant in itself; it is not a mere accessory to the

larger structure. This technique is also characteristic of Philibert, who usually

signals his use of code through a reliance on ornament or detail. Angus

Fletcher, theorist of allegory, has observed that excessive omatus in allegory

tends to cause fumisterie
,
requiring an intentional process of decoding rather

than a naive reading .

21 As Philibert uses it, detail acts in a revisionist sense.

Third, the scriptural reminiscences of the passage further situate it within the

Calvinist tradition of the “close reading” of Scripture; Theritier,’ for example,

is a biblical term often used in the Gospels when the Kingdom of Heaven is

mentioned.

Thus, when Philibert applies an impasto of detail, he speaks in code. He
designates excessive ornament as typical ofCatholicism; in this, he follows Cal-

vin, who decried Catholic ostentation and ritual. Philibert says that

20 Philibert, Architecture
,
III, viii, p. 65. “.

. . en telle contrariete, subiection & contraincte,

il fault que l’Architecte ait bon entendement & qu’il ne parle comme font les ignorans, qui con-

seillent de tout abbattre incontinent . . . Mais il fault que ledit Architecte soit diligent a cognoistre

l’assiette du lieu, & a^avoir oil doit estre posee une chacune chose, selon qu’elle le requiert.”
21 Angus Fletcher, Allegory: The Theory ofa Symbolic Mode (Ithaca, 1964), p. 223.
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A good architect, wanting to represent a building in its “natural state,”

should never, as I’ve said, make a gilded model or one enriched with

painting ... as those who want to deceive people ordinarily do .

22

The way Catholic ornament functions, Philibert says, is by causing a misread-

ing or a distorted apprehension:

They apply cosmetics to their works in order to deceive men . . . They
try to draw the eyes of viewers to them in order to pull their judgment

away from a true consideration of the work .

23

Philibert’s Protestant perspective can be found in the detail, and especially in

the idiosyncratic placement, unaccustomed or excessive use, of the detail. He
thus uses something he explicitly identifies as a Catholic technique and revises

it from within; he hollows the detail out internally to fill it with his own mean-

ing. In this way, he deceives the Catholic audience while communicating with

the Calvinist audience. Philibert does warn us, throughout Architecture
,
that

image and detail can be deceptive: “Even so, I’d like to warn the reader that

I don’t consider the illustrations in my book [done by the printer’s engraver]

to be as accurately rendered as I had initially drawn them .”24

Philibert self-consciously devises new terms for his enterprise, labelling

these as strange and unusual, to signal that he is creating a new language meant

to approximate the essence of the thing described (like Calvin’s stylus rudus)

.

Philibert instructs his reader in the novelty of his lexicon, but without defin-

ing his terms.

22 Philibert, Architecture
,
I, ix, p. 23. .

.
qu’un bon Architecte desirant representer au nat-

urel un bastiment, ne doit jamais faire, comme nous avons diet, un modelle farde, ou si voulez,

enrichez de peinture, ou dore d’or moulu, ou illustre de couleurs, ainsi que font ordinairement

ceux qui veulent trompez les hommes.”
23 Ibid. “Leurs oeuvres ne sont en apres semblables a leurs modelles, lesquels ils fardent ainsi

pour Pavarice, & pour decevoir les hommes ... ils taschent d’attirer les yeux des regardans, a

fin de destourner leurs iugements de la vraye consideration de l’oeuvre, & de ses parties & mesures

. . . on doit proposer des modelles simplement unis & plustost imparfaictes.”

24 Ibid., Ill, vii, p. 107. “Toutesfois ie veux bien advertir les lecteurs que ie ne trouve mes

figures si iustement taillees que ie les avois protraictes, pour autant que les tailleurs ont costume

de mouiller, & quelquesfois un peu bouillir le papier de la protraicture, premier que de le coller

sur la planche . . . Et selon ce qu’ils tirent ledit papier, il s’estend d’un coste & restroissist de l’autre.

Qui est cause que ie ne trouve en beaucoup d’endroicts mes figures si iustes que ie les avois

descrites.”

There are other ways of interpreting Philibert’s concerns over the quality of the engravings,

of course. All prints, as well as the professional printers’ workshops, were relatively new, so his

complaint about the shortcomings of the illustrations is perfectly understandable in this light.

When situated within the larger climate of constraint and persecution, however, Philibert’s in-

sistence that there be true representation seems loaded with theological sense as well.
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I beg the readers not to find it strange if I sometimes use in these treatises

other sorts of words. Because to tell the truth, our French language, in

the expounding of so many things, is so poor and sterile that we do not

have enough words that are adequately representational, unless we use

a foreign vocabulary or resort to lengthy circumlocution .

25

This circumspection suggests a strategy of concealment, or self-revelation only

to the privileged, trusted few: “In this matter [I don’t want to leave out any-

thing except for the majority of] those words that are understood by men in

this kingdom .”26 An examination of Philibert’s response to persecution and

the strategies that he devises to circumvent or indict constraint leads to the

elucidation of a Calvinist countercultural aesthetics as well as to the establish-

ment of a Protestant architectural lineage. In one of the prefatory pieces to

Architecture
,
Philibert describes his feelings of limitation and oppression. Feel-

ing “surcharge” [“overloaded”], he creates works with an unusual application

of detail. This “overladen” aspect of his structures symbolically critiques the

persecution that he experiences.

Being wrongly laden down and overloaded with calumny, problems, ills

and displeasure, I nevertheless virilely sustained them and bore them al-

ways without flinching .

27

Philibert describes his work as inevitably truncated; while he aims at perfec-

tion and completion, his enemies curtail his creation to a fragmentary status.

His architectural dilemma parallels the Protestant predicament. They are the

marginalized parts of a larger nation.

But, in truth, someone seeing me begin to write in this way about Ar-

chitecture will say that I resemble the man who has a beautiful statue

of gold or silver, and because of his love for the Republic, he only gives

the statue one arm, an imperfection for the whole body, which never-

theless does not totally lack for harmony in all its members and parts.

Considering all this, I decided not to write this book you now have

before you, without at first perfecting everything necessary for the full

25 Ibid., Ill, vi, p. 137. “Ie prieray les lecteurs . . . ne trouver estrange si ie use quelquefois

en ces discours . . . des mots . . . autres. Car pour dire verite, nostre langue Fran^oise en

Implication de plusieurs choses, est si pauvre & si sterile, que nous n’avons mots qui les puissent

representer proprement, si nous n’usurpons le langage & mot estranger: ou bien que nous usions

de quelque longue circonlocution.”
26 Ibid. “En quoy ie veux omettre que la plus grande partie de [ces] mots, sont entendues

[sic], receus & cogneus de plusieurs ouvriers . .
.”

27 Ibid. “Estant a tort charge, recharge, & surcharge de calomnies, traverses, ennuits & plai-

sirs, ie les ay virilement soustenus, & sans fleschir constamment portez.”
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realization of said Architecture, and not merely one part alone ... I

would have done all this, had it not been for several lords, who urged

me to bring this part to light .

28

This micronarrative of the one-armed statue allegorizes Philibert’s predic-

ament as a Protestant creator of Catholic-commissioned structures. He is not

part of the “corps universel,” nor does he desire to be. It is possible, in addi-

tion, that Philibert inscribes an appropriately Calvinist reference to icono-

clasm in his description of the truncated statue. Similarly, the kingdom of

France has not successfully integrated Protestants into the nation, nor does

it intend to try to do so. During the Wars of Religion, Calvinists vented their

anger against what they deemed blasphemous representations of the divine

that were found on Catholic statuary. Here, on the eve ofthose troubles, Phili-

bert speaks of the statue as representing his text. That text has been frag-

mented at Catholic behest (“several nobleman pressured me ... to publish

this part separately”) . Iconoclastically fractured, Philibert must now struggle

in a hostile world to confer unity and completion on his writing and works.

Philibert devises an arsenal of strategies. He asserts the authority and truth-

bearing nature of his text; it is not merely a virtuoso performance:

But what do I hear? The listeners and the audience, having heard ofnoth-

ing so novel or new, suddenly recoil from what I’ve said, as though I

wanted to lie to the King! But I’ve always had a great horror of lying .

29

In so doing, Philibert’s statement suggests how Calvinist code may function,

for he characterizes anything developed within circumstances of constraint as

potentially falsifed. Truth-value, therefore, may still inhere in a Calvinist struc-

ture or statement because, even though the truth that the structure wants to

express has been distorted forcibly, truth still exists in a dialectical sense.

28 Ibid. “Mais voirement quelqu’un me voyant commencer a escrire dArchitecture en ceste

fa£on, dira que ie resemble celuy qui a une belle statue d’or ou d’argent, & pour Pamitie qu’il

porte a la republique il luy en donne seulement un bras, qui est une chose imparfaicte de tout

le corps, lequel n’est beau sans Parmonie entiere de tous ses membres & parties. Considerant cela,

il me deliberois ne donner le present oeuvre que premier ie n’eusse parfaict tout ce qu’il faut pour

Paccomplissement du corps iniversel de ladicte Architecture
, et non une partie d’icelle . . . Ce que

j’eusse faict, n’eust este que plusieurs Seigneurs . . . m’ont tant presse de mettre en lumiere ceste

dicte partie . .
.”

29 Philibert, “Au lecteur,” Architecture
, p. 12. “Mais quoy? Les auditeurs et assistans pour

n’avoir ouy parler de si nouvelles choses & si grande invention, tout a coup me recullerent de

mon dire: comme si i’eusse voulu faire entendre a ce bon Roy quelques menteries: lesquelles j’ay

tousiours eu en grandissime horreur & detestation: estimant que tout ainsi que le corps vault

peu sans l’ame, aussi fait la bouche sans verite.”
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Fve thought a lot about how this could be remedied and still satisfy his

Majesty’s desires: it may be necessary to find some way to put to use

diverse sorts of wood, and again employ a disparity of small pieces, and

do without the entire trees that were formerly used .

30

The glory of the Catholic monarch to whom Philibert erects structures may

not be the true story: underneath appearances may reside another reality, one

composed of “all sorts of wood, and ... of all sorts of small pieces,” telling

the story of response to constraint.

Philibert’s responses to feelings of persecution and marginality represent

themselves iconographically, often in a building’s substructure, through a de-

tail freighted with a second layer of meaning, or in an anecdotal excursus un-

derlying his text’s concern about religious and political issues. For instance,

he says that his architectural works will achieve completion, “God willing,

with some good and sufficient reasons, if great happenings do not oblige us

to abandon them .”31 And he requests the new king, Charles IX, to see to

“maintaining the true religion .”32 The meaning of the term “vraye” is un-

clear. Is Philibert speaking here still as a Catholic, upholding the “vraye reli-

gion,” or is he rewriting the pejorative Catholic script, claiming Calvinism as

“vraye”? At this time, Pierre de Ronsard, a staunch Catholic polemicist, wrote

venimously against Philibert, while devout Calvinists such as Bernard Palissy

praised him (Palissy calls Philibert “the masons’ God”). 33
It would appear

that Philibert’s Calvinist sympathies influence his execution of architectural

duties.

Philibert is also preoccupied with such issues as the allocation of space or

the distribution of weight, as in this meditation on the construction of the

Tuscan column:

30 Ibid., p. 11. “Qui m’a faict penser de longue main comme Ion y pourroit remedier, pour

satisfaire aux entreprinses de leurs Maiestez: et qu’il seroit possible en telle necessite trouver

quelque invention de se pouvoir aider de toutes sortes de bois, & encores de toutes petites pieces,

& se passer de si grands arbres que Ion a coustume mettre en oeuvre.”
31 Ibid., V, vii, p. 137. “.

. . ainsi que nous le deduirons ailleurs, Dieu aidant, avecques

bonnes & suffisantes raisons, si nous n’en sommes destournez par quelques grands & urgents

affaires.”

32 Ibid., “Au lecteur,” p. Aiiiij. “Et quand a ceste mienne oeuvre & Invention que ie vous

presente en toute humilite, faut que ie confesse, Sire, que s’il y a quelque chose de bien, ce n’est

pas de moy, ains de la grace de Dieu, S9achant tres bien que de mov ie ne puis inventer, excogiter

ou faire quelque chose, quelle quelle soit, sans estre prevenu de luy, & de sa piete.”

33 Prevost, Philibert
, p. 59. Prevost notes that Bernard Palissy called Philibert “le Dieu des

masons”: “Palissy ne songea qu’a faire vivre les gens dans un univers artificiel, decore de formes

bizarres et de couleurs eclatantes.”
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In order solidly to support that column, we must recall that in those

places where it bears the most weight, it must be made thicker and

larger, in order that the column may resist the ponderous weight to be

placed on it .

34

Tension, or weight to be borne, are perfectly reasonable considerations for an

architect to ponder. When situated in context and when interpreted in refer-

ence to Philibert’s fears of persecution, however, such concerns convey a

coded Calvinist agenda.

Similarly, when Philibert uses trompe-l’oeil and describes structures typi-

fied by dissimilarity, even contradiction, between inside and outside, it is sig-

nificant that he customarily follows such descriptions with protestations ofloy-

alty to the Catholic monarch.

And in order to know when a tree is diseased, within its very heart [even

when it appears healthy] when, after cutting its ends you take a hammer
and strike one end, and someone putting his ear against the other end,

a hollow heavy sound will be produced, and that will be a sign that the

trunk of the tree is rotten within ... as such things can help us to better

understand our undertakings, I will not forget to mention them. For

the greatest desire that I could have is to do things pleasing to my sov-

ereign lord .

35

Philibert alerts us in this way that outward appearances are deceiving. He
dissembles for purposes of self-protection .

36 Philibert’s biographer character-

izes Philibert’s strategies of self-camouflaging:

No one has understood Philibert de l’Orme well. This man made it

difficult for people to love him: he lied, he did not reveal who his mas-

34 Philibert, Architecture
,
V, viii, p. 138. “.

. . la colomne Thuscane . . . mais pour bien

appliquer en oeuvre ladicte colomne, il fault noter qu’aux lieux oil elle porte plus de charge &
pesanteur, il est necessaire de la rendre plus grosse & massive, a fin de pouvoir mieux resister contre

la ponderosite & charge qu’on luy voudra donner.”
35 Philibert, “Le Premier et dixiesme livre des oeuvres et nouvelles inventions pour bien

bastir et a petits frais,” addendum to the Architecture (1684 edition), I and X, iii, p. 281. “Et pour

cognoistre quand un arbre est abbatu, si dedans & au coeur, il est bien sain, apres en avoir couppe

les bouts faut prendre un marteau & ffapper par Pun d’iceux & si quelqu’un mettant l’oreille

contre l’autre bout, entend le son lourd & casse, c’est signe que le corps de Parbre est dedans

vicieux par pourriture, ou autrement. Mais si le son est clair & bien resonant a Poreille, c’est signe

qu’il est fort bon, sain & entier.”

36 If so, he would not be the first-or the only- Protestant creator to do so. One thinks of

how Pieter Brueghel encoded the subversive Protestant content of his works. I thank the partic-

ipants in, and the discussants at, the Calvin Studies Conference, Princeton Theological Seminary,

May 1993, for these insights and for their helpful response to the paper I delivered there on Ber-

nard PaUss/s conception of Protestant architecture and strategies for subversion.
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ters were, he attributed influences to others which they could not have

realistically had on him. In order to live and build, was it really necessary

that he lie ?
37

The resolution to the enigma of Philibert’s problematic personality resides,

at least in part, in his Calvinist adherence, a stance he sought, necessarily, to

protect, disguise and yet, in code, to propagate. His contemporaries called

him a “reformer of buildings,” voicing, perhaps, greater truth than they knew.

Philibert’s reformed perspective comes through in details such as the charpentes

of some of his structures, for instance, which recall early Christian churches38

and which, like the Calvinist theological system, demonstrate a desire to cir-

cumvent Catholicism in order to return to the pure, primitive church.

Calvin’s Influence on Philibert de l’Orme

Therefore, before beginning to build, you must consider also these things, and

then you must not be deluded but rather certain of gaining profit and honor

all the days of your life and even after your death from the good order that you

have established and maintained in all your endeavors .

39

-Philibert de l’Orme

All who have added something to the edifice of the church that does not cor-

respond to its foundation will have labored in vain .

40

-John Calvin

The two preceding quotations address appropriate ordering and the correct

establishment of structures. Philibert’s quote sounds like a Calvinist program

for an upright, moral existence, while Calvin’s statement roots both moral life,

and structures, in theology. Construction for a Calvinist is not only some-

37 “Personne . . . n’a bien compris Philibert delorme . . . Cet homme a rendu la tache difficile

a qui veut l’aimer: il a menti . . . il a cache quels maitres furent les siens, attribue & d’autres des

influences qu’ils n’ont pas pu avoir sur lui. Pour pouvoir vivre et construire, fallait-il qu’il mentit?”

Prevost, Philibert
, p. 13. See, in this regard, the misrepresentations that Philibert- apparently

deliberately- makes in his “Instruction de Monsieur dTvry.”

38 Clouzot, Philibert
, p. 103, alleges that Philibert, “ce reformateur de batiments,” acts like

a theological reformer, and that some of his charpentes recall those of early Christian churches.
39 Philibert, Architecture

,
I, x, p. 22. “Premier doncque commencer lbeuvre vous consider-

erez toutes ces choses, & n’y ferez aucunement trompez, mais bien fort asseurez . .
.
proufit &

honneur tout le temps de vostre vie, & encores apres vostre mort . . .
[du] bon ordre lequel vous

avez tenu & garde en toutes vos entreprinses.”

40 Calvin, Institution
,

III, v, p. 155. “11 [Saint Paul] denonce que tous ceux qui auront

adiouste quelque chose en l’edifice de l’Eglise qui ne sera point correspondant au fondement

auront travaille en vain.”
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thing that occurs externally; it must first occur internally. If correctly aligned

and consonant with the confessional norm, the theoretical edifice is ap-

proved; it may then be actualized and exteriorized. Buildings that are not first

visualized in theory and then made to conform to doctrine are unregenerate,

epitomizing man’s sinful nature.

... In many beautiful buildings which have been built to accomodate

other older buildings, but after the new buildings were built, their

errors, inconvenience and poor structure were recognized . . . that’s why
they had to be demolished or held in contempt . . . but no one con-

sidered these problems ahead of time .

41

The term “erreur” possesses theological resonances. It recurs in Philibert’s writ-

ing, characterizing an unregenerate structure as well as the wayward heart. “Er-

reur” also recalls Calvin’s image of the labyrinth of the world through which

humans wander, lost without the compass constituted by Scripture.

Situated within such a network of references to Scripture, Philibert con-

ceives of his architectural project as a form of scriptural structuring:

For the establishment of the building is of such great importance, that

if the initial foundation is not laid straight and squared, the rest of the

building will never be free of deformity, and such a fault will cause

others. It is true that not everyone will have the judgment to recognize

this .

42

The vocabulary echoes Calvin’s, and postulates a privileged Protestant audi-

ence, a special literate subgroup to whom the structure erected would signify

differently than to an uninformed, or scripturally unformed, Catholic
(
“il est

vray que tous n’ont pas le iugement de le bien cognoistre”)

.

Philibert continually attaches theological significance to architectural en-

deavor. The juxtaposition of the two sorts of lexicons in his texts underscores

their interrelationship.

So to imagine life and salvation, we must expect men to remember the

death of their one sole mediator Jesus Christ . . . But we’ll leave such

41 Philibert, Architecture
,

I, ix, p. 21a. “.
. . en plusieurs beaux bastiments, lesquelz on faisoit

edifier pour avoir la commodite d’aucuns autres vieux: mais apres qu’ils ont este faicts, on a

cogneu l’erreur, nuysance & commodite qu’ils portoient . . . Parquoy on a este contrainct de les

abbatre . . . ou contemner . . . mais il n’estoit temps de penser a l’erreur.”

42 Ibid., II, ii, p. 34. “Car le commencement est de si grande importance, que si les premiers

fondements ne sont bien droicts, & a l’equarre, le reste de l’edifice ne sera jamais sans avoir

quelque deformite . . . et telle faulte en amenera plusieurs. Il est vray que tous n’ont pas le iuge-

ment de le bien cognoistre.”
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subjects to theologians, and we’ll take up our geometrical considerations

as appropriate to architects. 43

Philibert’s theological perspective reveals itself as uncompromisingly Protes-

tant, with its emphasis on Christ (“un seul mediateur”) rather than on the

Catholic reliance on Mary or the saints as intercessors. He camouflages the

extent of his interest in theological matters through a demurral that such top-

ics are not the province of architects; however, he protests too much, and re-

turns again and again to a theological grid through which to validate his con-

cepts and structures.

Stylistically, the idiom of Philibert’s structures either suggests a conversion

to Calvinism, as is the case with St.-Maur, or directly correlates with his sym-

pathy for the Reformed perspective. At St.-Maur, Philibert implemented in

his schema of fenestration an approach deemed unusual by art historians for

the time period:

It is in the design for the windows that the mixture of advanced and

traditional methods appears . . . The window will let in plenty of light

and will enable anyone inside to lean out and enjoy the whole view,

which . . . was impossible [formerly]. 44

Protestants in general sought to abolish decorative and especially representa-

tional motifs, so that the clear light ofGod could stream through unimpeded.

Here the same emphasis on clarity is achieved. A similar alliance between Re-

formed culte and architectural considerations is found in Philibert’s Architec-

ture when he refers to psalm-singing. The Psalms were translated early in Re-

formed French history by Clement Marot, integrated immediately into

church services, and remained the only form of singing- as opposed to Cath-

olic chanting and plainsong-to be legitimized by the Calvinist church.

Indeed, loud Psalm-singing, deemed “defiant” by the Catholic hierarchy in

Paris, was direcdy responsible for the massacre of Calvinists by Catholics in

the episode at Pre-aux-Clercs in 1558. Consequently, when Philibert urges,

in a text contemporary with this incident, that spaces be erected within which

Psalm-singing would be acoustically facilitated, he labels worship-space as par-

adigmaticallv Calvinist.

43 Ibid., I, ii, p. 33. “Paraventure pour figurer que la vie & salut devoit advertir aux hommes
par la mort d’un seul mediateur Iesus Christ, qui seroit attache au bois portant figure de croix,

qui est ia premiere que Dieu son pere a figure au monde. Mais nous laisserons tels propos aux

Theologiens, & reprendons nos lignes & traicts de Geometrie, en tant que l’Architecte s’en peut

ayder.”

44 Blunt, Philibert
, p. 24.
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It’s necessary to know how to represent an echo, and how to cause words

and voices to resonate and be heard well, from near and from far. This

is required in temples and churches where psalms are sung .

45

Philibert’s embatded self-portrayal as architect subject to criticism and censure

is emblematic of the Calvinist creator at bay:

The Architect will be sure to anger no one, similarly not to be irritated

by anyone, in so much as working for someone else, he can never order

things to be as he would wish. He really couldn’t complain to the patron

every time something was wrong. I know myself how many irritants

must be endured in such undertakings . . . And yet they always want

to lay the fault at the Architect’s feet .

46

Philibert portrays the architect as a scapegoat, unprotected by the power struc-

ture, who must appear to conform to the circumstances ofconstraint in which

he creates. In this era during which national identity was being forged, when
men such as Du Bellay, Ronsard, and Sebillet were working to formulate a

national language, Philibert’s striking rejection of that language as inadequate

seems ideologically motivated. Such rejection amounts to a parallel rejection

of the Catholic-determined nation-state. His reference to “Royaume” in the

above quotation hints that the “plusieurs” who are able to understand his new

language exist in the kingdom in a differentiated state of being: they are the

persecuted Protestant readership toward whom Philibert’s work is directed.

As the Gospel calls Christians to be both in the world yet not of it, this en-

lightened group who shares in Philibert’s self-constructed language are both

in the kingdom, yet spoken of as distinct from it, since the majority of those

in the kingdom are incapable of comprehending Philibert’s new terms.

Philibert is also similar to Calvin in the relationships that he creates be-

tween his text and space. Calvin proceeds from Scripture, to the Institution
,

to real city-space. Philibert reads the architectural treatises of others, such as

Vitruvius, writes architectural manuals, then applies these to building sites.

Both Calvin and Philibert trace a movement from pre-text, to text, to space

which, at least in theory, the text will revise.

Philibert distinguishes two parts in his texts. The first he labels “orthogra-

45 Philibert, Architecture
,

I, iii, p. 11. .
.
pour s^avoir representer l’Echo, & faire resonner

et ouyr la parolle & voix, aussi bien de loing que de pres. Qui est chose requise aux Temples &
Eglises pour les predications qui s’y font, & psalmes . . .

qui se chantent.”
46 Ibid., I, iiii, p. 12. “EArchitecte donnera ordre de ne fascher personne, n’aussi d’estre fache

d’aucuns, pour autant qu’estant travaille d’autruy, jamais il ne peut rien faire ne ordonner qui

soit a propos. De s’en vouloir pleindre au seigneur chacune fois, ne seroit jamais fait. Ie s^ay par

moy combien en telles choses on endure de fascheries.”
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phies.” These are the plans for his buildings. “Orthography” demonstrates a

kind of prescriptive writing, a texted structure, just as Calvin’s Institution is

an entexted blueprint. The second part, “scenographies,” concerns the eleva-

tions and facades of buildings, writing as a form of mise-en-scene, or drama-

tization of spatial preoccupations .

47 In both instances Philibert revises archi-

tectural models, reworks conventions, and subverts expectations. Like Calvin

he also constantiy refers to Scripture.

There are certain precepts and teachings that will lead Architects and

others to choose a more propitious time to begin to build all sorts of

structures. We’ll resume our discussion of this in the book I plan to write

on divine proportions . . .

48

Philibert is also similar to Calvin and to other Calvinist architects in his use

of specific rhetorical techniques. He uses the disclaimer ffequendy. The dis-

cbmatio is a rhetorical ploy designed to make one’s position seem self-evident,

or to suggest the existence of proof for one’s position without ever providing

such documentation. Philibert asserts, for example,

I won’t write any more to you about it, so as to eschew prolixity, which

is usually boring. If any one wants to know more about it, let him seek

me out, and I’U reveal to them that for which they are searching .

49

He creates a private space, within yet insulated from the public realm, to

which he invites a privileged reader. His books show the way, and make dis-

guised appeals to Calvinist adherents.

Another similarity between Calvin and Philibert is their shared concern for

the restitution of order from disorder, attempting to describe a method

whereby this restitution may be achieved .

50 A preoccupation with method is

47 Philibert, “Prologue,” Architecture
,
II, I, p. 31. Philibert speaks of “les orthographies,” “les

scenographies,” and “faffades
.”

48 Ibid., II, x, p. 48. “.
. . certains precepts & enseignements qui conduiront les Architectes

& autres a choisir & eslire temps propre pour heureusement commencer fonder toutes sortes de

bastiments. Remettant donques le tout k nostre diet livre Des divines proportions . .
.”

49 Ibid., Ill, xv, pp. 79-80. “Ie ne vous en escriray d’avantage, ^ fin d’eviter prolixite accom-

pagnee le plus souvent d’ennuy. Si quelques uns desirent en cognoistre d’avantage, s’il leur plaist

se retirer par devers moy, ie leur feray part de mon petit s^avoir & industrie, d’autant bon coeur

qu’il me sera possible.”

50 Ibid., Ill, vi, p. 62. “Quant & la reveue de Vitruve, ie laisse k penser i ceux qui doctement

dilegemment Pont feuillete & discount, combien elle est necessaire pour le reduire k une facile,

entiere & certaine methode: qui est si confuse & indigeste aux livres que nous en avons, comme
aussi aux figures & demonstrations, que ie laisse k tous gentils esprits accompagnez de bon iuge-

ment a en dire leurs advis: les priant affectionnement de vouloir emploier & donner quelque

temps pour assembler & proprement recoudre les pieces de la robbe de ce grand & incomparable

auteur . . . sous evident desordre, qui sera facile ^ estre reduict en bon ordre.”
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typical of late-sixteenth-century Protestants, most notable among them Pierre

Ramus. Philibert states that he wants to

assemble and sew back together properly the pieces that are now in dis-

array and that cry out for reorganization . . . All that is needed is to

display the principles and method of this restructuring . . .

51

The Biblical Intertext of Philibert de l’Orme

I don’t employ the measure of the King’s foot nor that of the classical foot

and certainly not that of the Romans, nor any other measurement other than

those proportions that I’ve discovered in Holy Scripture, the Old Testament,

and I’ll say this without bragging, I am the first to have used these measurements

. . . My second book on architecture will be entitled “Concerning Divine

Proportions .”52

-Philibert de l’Orme

Philibert identifies the Bible as the primary template for his productions. His

comment is ideological: he rejects several standard measurements, including

that of the king’s foot. Significant, also, is the second book that he plans to

write, and which will be entitled “Concerning Divine Proportions.”

The first component of Philibert’s project, Architecture
,
remains forever in-

complete, endlessly anticipating the heralded “second volume and works con-

cerning Divine Proportions, which I hope to publish ifGod will grant me the

grace to do so.”53 The book’s composition -as one half of an unrealized

diptych -is theologically consistent with Calvinism’s emphasis on human im-

perfection. The first book seeks to mold itself to Scripture (“conform to the

51 Ibid., Ill, ix, p. 71. “II suffit, a ce qu’il me semble, d’en montrer seulement les principes

& methode: pour autant que ceux qui en apres voudront prendre peine, en trouveront a tous

propos, selon les oeuvres qu’ils auront a faire. De sorte qu’il ne se presentera chose tant estrange,

ne tant difficile, qu’ils ne trouveront incontinent le moien d’en venir a bout par l’ayde de ces traicts

estants accompagnez de Geometrie.”
52 Ibid., V, xxx, p. 168. “Ie n’use point icy du pied du Roy, ny du pied antique, ny moins

des palmes Romains, ny autres mesures sinon des proportions lesquelles i’ay tirees de l’escriture

saincte du vieil Testament, & (ce que ie diray sans aucune iactance) les mets en usage le premier

. .
.
par le discours de nostre seconde partie d’Architecture, qui portera le tiltre & nom Des divines

proportions. ”

53 Blunt, Philibert
, p. 124, quoting Philibert: “au second tome et oeuvres des Divines pro-

portions (lequel i’espere faire imprimer si Dieu m’en donne la grace), vous verrez, non seulement

le moyen et nouvelle invention de faire des corniches, mais aussi par mesures tout le corps hu-

main, trouver toutes les proportions de toutes sortes de plans et montees de bastiments que vous

desirerez, conformement avec les mesures et proportions qui se trouvent en la saincte Bible.”
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measurement and proportions found in the Holy Bible”) 54 but does not

claim to fulfill it.
55 Philibert employs a Protestant rhetorical tactic, that of

“proof texts,” based on bolstering one’s argument by adducing scriptural au-

thorities. Concerning his blueprints he says, “I could cite many others found

in Holy Scripture.”56 He describes himself having constant recourse to Scrip-

ture for inspiration and consolation: “Truly, such proportions are so divine,

so admirable, that I can never cease from reading them, rereading them, con-

templating . . . and . . . adoring them .”5~ In so doing, he contemplates his

structure in entexted form. Philibert is a reader not only of biblical passages,

but also of proportions, the lineaments of structures, within the scriptural

text. For him, a blueprint is a text; a building is also a text. Like Calvin’s

Institution
,
the framework of Philibert’s Architecture arises from the textual

foundation of Scripture as though from an architectural plan. Anthony

Blunt notes that “De 1’Orme claims [folio 168] to be the first person to have

applied to modern architecture the system of proportion revealed in the Old

Testament.”58

54 Philibert, quoted in Ibid. “Helas! Peu d’Architectes re^oivent tant de graces & faveurs de

Dieu, de les pouvoir cognoistre & entendre, ainsi qu’il luy plaist ouvrir les sens & Intelligence

a un chacun pour luy donner cognoissance de ses oeuvres, & des proportionneess mesures, ie

ne diray d’Architecture, mais aussi de toutes autres choses, lesquelles luy mesmes a ordonnees

a la premiere creation . . . ainsi que plus a plein nous le deduirons quelque iour (Dieu aidant)

en nostre Tome & oeuvre des Divines proportions . .
.
par consequent dignes d’estre plustost

ensuivies, que celles qui ont este escrites, inventees et faictes par les hommes . . . Car Dieu est

le seul, le grand, & admirable Architecte.”

55 Ibid. “The basic principle of his doctrine was to deduce the true laws of proportion from

the accounts given in the Old Testament of the various buildings the description of which was

dictated by God to the Jews, that is to say, the Ark ofNoah, the Ark of the Covenant, the Temple

and House of Solomon, and the Temple as revealed to Ezekiel in his vision. These proportions

were divinely dictated, but they were also in accordance with those of the human bodv, which

is the true Temple of God.”
56 Blunt, Philibert

, p. 126, quoting Philibert: “.
. . comme semblable a Ezechias de l’homme

qui s’apparut a luy, resemblant estre d’airain, & tenant en une main une ficelle, & en l’autre un
roseau ou canne, portant les mesures & proportions lesquelles Dieu seul luy monstra pour res-

taurer & redifier le Temple de Ierusalem. Ten pourrais alleguer assez d’autres qui se trouvent dans

l’Escripture saincte, n’estoit que ie serois trop prolixe.”

57 Ibid. “Veritablement telles proportions sont si divines & admirables, que ie ne puis con-

tenter mon esprit de les lire, relire, contempler & si ainsi ie dois dire, adorer, pour la grande maieste

& divinite de celuy qui les a donnees . . . O magnifique & supernaturel Architecte . .
.
prononce

de ta . . . bouche les vraies mesures & proportions.”
58 Ibid., pp. 131-132.
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II

Architecture and Architexture

A Reading Strategy

I will soon add even more [to my text so as to] have the perfection of Architec-

ture illustrated and accompanied by all its constituent parts. In this way, all who
want to be true architects . . . will draw inestimable profit from my works .

59

-Philibert de l’Orme

Right reading, correct understanding- both Calvinist emphases -are essential

to the comprehension of Philibert’s plans in Architecture and Nouvelles inven-

tions. Those who learn how to decipher his structures, that which constitutes

the “vray, universel, Architecture,” will benefit greatly from it (“en tireront un

profit inestimable”) . Could this “profit” derived by the well-informed specta-

tor and created by the “surplus” of meaning that Philibert intends to add,

signify salvation? If so, Philibert devises a hermeneutic strategy that functions

both literarily and theologically upon an architectural field.

This strategy is aimed at a very specific audience constituted by the “elect”:

I hope that good, virtuous, peace-loving men, those who know how
to ascertain and value that which is good, will find equally good my in-

tention and my invention: and to such men I address my writings, and

not to those who would criticize me .

60

59 “.
.

.
plusieurs choses, la faute de la bien entendre . . . je donneray bien tost le surplus pour

la perfection &Architecture illustree & accompaignee de tous ses membres necessaires. De sorte

que tous ceux qui font profession de ladicte [vray, universel] Architecture . . . en tireront profit

inestimable.” Philibert, Architecture
,
“Aux lecteurs,” viii.

60 Ibid., “Au lecteur,” viiij. “J’espere que les hommes verteux, bons & pacifiques qui S9avent

considerer et priser le bien, trouveront mon intention & invention bonne: & a tels j’addresse mes
escripts, & non aux detracteurs ... les oeuvres que j’ay commande [sic] & ordonne [sic] faire

depuis l’eage de quinze ans iusques icy, soubz diverses sortes & fa^ons par vray art d’Architecture,

ie ne diray en ce Royaume mais aussi en plusieurs autres, parleront suffisamment pour moy, &
laisseront ample tesmoignage de mes capacitez . .

.”

23
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Philibert’s use of the term “witness” or “witnessing” to describe the function

of his works and texts further highlights his concern to speak to an appro-

priate, enlightened audience: “They will leave ample testimony to my capa-

bilities, knowledge and skill . . . therefore, even more so will glory and honor

be rendered to God, author of all good things .”61 This readership should be

discrete, limited and, potentially, problematic vis-a-vis the larger, uninformed

population. Philibert here refers to Jesus, a prophet unappreciated in his own
country:

I do not want to forget here that my work and study have always aimed

at this goal and end . . . and gave service to . . . my country . . . Just

so, one generally is not valued or esteemed in his own country, as Jesus

Christ himself can attest .

62

Philibert describes himself as in, but not a part of, the world, a biblical para-

phrase that resonates with his marginal position as a Calvinist architect in Cath-

olic France. He uses the same verb, “to witness” to describe both the aim of

his works and Jesus’ characterization. Philibert draws a parallel between his

own plight and that of the persecuted Christ. He shifts himselfout of the em-

battled space of France, to enlist himself, through his meditations on structure

and architecture in his texts, in another space, the scriptural space of the Gos-

pel: “In his Gospel, I have never ceased from desiring to live.”63

As Philibert reads himself into the the protective space of the Gospel, he

obliges his reader to make a choice, to either accept or rebel against such a

spatial redetermination. The text serves a catechetical function, requiring one

to choose sides. Defining himself against an opposing view, Philibert resorts

to a New Testament parable, one most frequently used by Calvinists, the par-

able of the talents, to describe how he produces in hiding that which has the

most merit, then exteriorizes it.

I praise God, author of all blessings, and thank him humbly for the good

talents and favor that He has shown me in allowing me to share with

other men a part of that talent which it pleases His holy Goodness to

61 Ibid. “.
. . ce que ie dy non par iactance, ainsi plustost pour en rendre gloire & honneur

a Dieu, autheur de tous biens . . . ainsi qu’escrivent les Apostres, Sainct Paul & sainct Jacques.”

62 Ibid. “Je ne veux icy oublier que mon labeur & estude tousiours tendu k ce but & fin

. . . faire service . . . a ma patrie . . . Et ja9oit que communement on ne soit prise et estime

en sa patrie, comme tesmoigne Jesus Christ.”

63 Ibid., Ill, vix, p. 108. “En son Evangile, je n’ay pour ce delaisse y vouloir vivre, & luy com-

muniquer liberalement mon industrie, & le talent que j’avois receu de Dieu, pour luy estre dis-

tribue, comme aux autres
.”
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give to me in order that men of good will should take from [these gifts

of mine] some profit and fruit .

64

Reading Philibert’s structures occurs through a biblical lens that clarifies to

the viewer things formerly hidden or foreshadows things to be revealed. Com-
plicity between Philibert and his Calvinist reader thus develops. Here, speak-

ing of himself, Philibert subtly shifts his pronoun usage to make his book not

his own, but something shared with the reader, a joint production of mean-

ing: “just wait until I shall write for you our book about Divine Proportions,

the book that I have earnestly promised to you .”65 Witnessing involves devel-

oping something in secret which is then revealed publicly.

Nouvelles inventions
(
1561

)
and Architecture

(
1567

)

Throughout the Architecture the author constantly refers to buildings which he

himself has erected, but he also publishes certain designs which seem never to

have been carried out . . . De I’Orme righdy says that these “inventions” may

appear incredible to many.

66

-Anthony Blunt

Why does Philibert include such detailed discussions of buildings that he

knows will never be built? Why are the plans for such idealized structures so

technically and aesthetically eccentric? Why does he include such improbubilia

at all?

When historical circumstances conspire to render impossible the edifica-

tion of a structure conform to one’s belief system, then the text becomes the

safe place in which such structures may be dreamed about, hypothesized, and

described. In the process of allowing such fanciful invention to occur in an

abstract realm, the tensions circumscribing actual, real construction become

more apparent. The abstract structure described in the text encapsulates and

highlights the problems the would-be builder is experiencing, and makes

known the constraints on his production.

64 Ibid., Ill, xxi, p. 129. “Ie loue Dieu auteur de toutes graces, & le remercie humblement

du bien & faveur qu’il me faict de pouvoir distribuer aux hommes une partie du talent lequel

il a pleu a sa saincte bonte me departir a fin que les hommes de bon esprit en re^oivent quelque

fruict & prouffit a sa louange, luy en donnant gloire & honneur a tout jamais.”

65 Ibid., VII, xiv, p. 224. “.
. . et mesmes de celuy du temple de Salomon, & encores du

lieu auquel il donnoit des iugemens: en attendant que ie vous en escrive bien au long en nostre

oeuvre Des divines proportions
,
ce que ie vous ay bien promis” [emphasis added],

66 Blunt, Philibert
, p. 123. “.

. . The most remarkable of these is for a basilica or lieu royal

. .
.” De rOrme rightly says that this invention may appear incredible to many, but adds that

it could be erected “aussi facilement et promptement que jamais fut faite oeuvre.”
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Probably the primary determinant of how Philibert conceives of his book

and views his rationale for writing it, is his need to write around spatial issues

and awareness of limitations on available area for development. He refers re-

peatedly to “places where I am constrained .”67 Philibert writes under pres-

sure, unable to create freely, compelled to work with imposed norms and pre-

existing definitions of space. The abstract textual structure offers the only

venue for theorizing about such problems. The textual structure is itself a

theory, however impossible to implement in the real world, ofhow avoidance

of constraint might proceed, as well as how iconography might be employed

to contradict such constraints.

It therefore becomes very important for Philibert to present his books as

a sort of appeal to the kind of well-intentioned and informed reader discussed

in the foregoing section. He tries to present his book as persuasive; if the

reader will just try it Philibert’s way, he will be convinced of the wisdom of

the approach:

This small discourse seems to be enough to me to let you understand

the rest of this illustration of a proposed arch: therefore I won’t write

you any more about it, assuring you instead that if it so pleases you to

take up your compass, and to look on the blueprint and on the site that

I’ve suggested, you will find it to be just as I have said .

68

The suggestion resembles the biblical injunction, “seek (chercher) and ye shall

find (trouverez ainsi).” This rhetoric creates a climate of complicity between

Protestant reader and Philibert, while supposedly the uninformed Catholic

reader will not pick up on the implicit themes of rebellion against, and re-

working of, conditions of constraint: “I will beg those who have some judg-

ment to please note this line [I’ve drawn here] : for if they understand it, they

will understand many more like it .”69 The text addresses itself to a specialized

readership composed of the “hommes de bonne volunte” or “bon iuge-

ment .”70 A discernible hesitation or obliqueness regarding the full develop-

67 Philibert, Architecture
,
IIII, xviii, p. 122. “Au lieu ou l’on est contrainct.”

68 Ibid., Ill, xiii, p. 115. “Ce peu de discours me semble estre assez pour vous donner a en-

tendre le reste de la figure & voute proposee: parquoy ie ne vous en feray autre escriture, vous

asseurant que s’il vous plaist prendre le compas en la main, & chercher sur le plan & la montee

ce que ie vous ay proposee, vous le trouverez, ainsi que ie vous ay diet.”

69 Ibid., Ill, xx, p. 126. “Ie prieray ceux qui auront quelque iugement de vouloir bien noter

ce traict icy: car, s’ils l’entendent, ils en entendront plusieurs autres.”

70 Ibid., IV, I, p. 89. “Doncques ie vous veux bien protester que ce que i’en escris ne tend

a autre fin qu’a iustruire [sic] & apprendre les hommes de bonne volunte, & signamment les ig-

norants, qusquels ie desire de bon cueur communiquer le talent lequel Dieu nv’a liberalement

donne.”
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ment of a blueprint for the abstract structures suggests Philibert’s reluctance

to delineate visually his improbable structures.

Such concern about full visual representation of that which one idealizes is

characteristic of the Calvinist approach to iconography: representations of the

divine are blasphemous. This may not only be religiously-motivated as regards

the treatment of word and image, with the former being preferred, but also

may testify to a perceived psychological need for circumspection -even self-

protection-on the part of these Protestant architects.

. . . The explanation that I could give [for these things] would not only

be laborious, but also would bore those of good will, those men who
can easily conceive of and understand the descriptions and figures that

one proposes to them without the need for words [of explanation] . For

this reason, I think you should be content with the little I have written,

and imagine my meaning as much as you can .

71

Philibert implicitly asks his reader: “can you see it my way?”

This sort of seeing requires a complicity of the imagination, a spiritualized

understanding. In quoting St. Paul, Philibert designates a special instruction

or formation necessary for his reader:

Such people ought always to have before their eyes the saying of St. Paul,

which is: Si quis existimat scire aliquid, nondum cognouit quemand-
modum oporteat eum scire. This means: c

if any one believes that he

knows something, he does not yet know what he ought to know’ . . .

I exhort them to ask for guidance and help from God, before they begin

any undertaking .

72

Philibert translates the biblical passage from Latin into French. The need to

do so is consistent with the Reformed program of rendering into the vernacu-

lar so as to be relevant to ordinary life. In addition, this injunction signals

Philibert’s preoccupation with situating himself and his work in reference to

Scripture. The translation issue also acts as a metaphor for the sort of trans-

71 Ibid., IIII, xvi, p. 119. “Mais quand ie considere la longueur de leurs descriptions &
demonstrations, & la confere avec ce peu de loisir que i’ay, veritablement ie crains de n’y pouvoir

vacquer, car il y faudroit employer si grandes escritures que Pexplication que i’en ferois, ne me
seroit seulement laborieuse, mais aussi aux bons esprits fort ennuyeuse, qui facilement con^oivent

les descriptions & figures qu’on leur propose avec peu de paroles. Pource est il qu’il me semble

qu’on se doit contenter de ce peu que i’en escris & figure le mieux qu’il m’est possible.”

72 Philibert, Nouvelles
,
II and XI, I, p. 309. “Tels devroient avoir la sentence de sainct Paul

devant les yeux, qui diet: SI QUIS SE EXISTIMAT SCIRE ALIQUID NONDUM COGNOUIT
QUEMANDMODUM OPORTEAT EUM SCIRE. Qui signifie: Si aucun s’estime s^avoir

quelque chose, il n’a encores cogneu ce qu’il luy convient s^avoir ... les exhortans de demander
conseil & ayde a Dieu, avant que de commencer aucune oeuvre.”
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lation process necessary to comprehend correctly Philibert’s text itself: the Cal-

vinist reader must translate it out of its protective, ciphered form so as to grasp

its hidden meaning.

The spatial constraints and menace that Philibert experiences are displayed

in his work through reference to the spatial limitations imposed on the actual

production of the book.

If the size of the paper makes it possible to put on it everything that

one would like to put on it and draw together all the parts and orna-

ments of the plan ... in order that the drawings be of adequate size

to convey their measurements, I would willingly set them down on
paper . . . but the size of the paper would be too small, given the paper

that our book is made of, so that the reader would only with great

difficulty profit from such drawings .

73

Just as Protestants do not have adequate space in which to express their

theological beliefs, so the site for Philibert’s abstract structures, the paper, is

inadequate in size for the grandeur of his conception. Philibert’s response is

to point out this constraint, but also to work within it. Philibert plays with

the concepts of large and small, creating a sort of trompe-l’oeil text.

. . . Therefore, it seemed better to me ... to show these drawings and

to teach their parts by pieces one after the other . . . accompanying all

this with smaller figures, sometimes with figures as large as the sheet of

paper in the book will permit .

74

Trompe-l’oeil unsetdes certainties; it subverts from within. The fragmentary

rendering that Philibert employs (“par pieces”) symbolizes his intention to dis-

rupt expectations. In addition, because available space is already determined

by Catholic occupation, the idiosyncratic detail or ornament becomes the

small space in which Philibert may express a personal perspective. Ornament

overlays a preexisting foundation and may reconfigure the meaning of that

foundation. Such space for personal expression derives paradoxically from the

fact that it is the only arena left to Philibert; he must obey the commission

73 Philibert, Architecture
,
V, x, p. 141. “Si la grandeur du papier pouvoit porter qu’on peust

mettre & assembler toutes les parties & ornements des colomnes l’une sur l’autre, comme sur

la basse, la colomne, le chapiteau ... ^ fin qu’elles fussent d’une grandeur competente pour cog-

noistre les mesures, ie les y mettrois voluntiers, comme aucuns ont faict, en representant par

feuilles imprimees les ordres: mais cela seroit si petit, veu la capacite du papier de nostre livre,

que malaisement le lecteur en pourroit tirer quelque fruict.”

74 Ibid., V, x, p. 141. “Par ainsi il m’a semble pour le mieux . . . de les monstrer & enseigner

par pieces Pune apres l’autre, . . . en accompagnant le tout de figures plus petites les unes que

les autres, & quelquesfois autant grandes que le fueillet du livre le peult porter.”
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given to him by his royal patrons: “for I will act as it pleases Her Majesty to

order me, except in the matters of ornament, symmetry and measurements,

which Her Majesty will leave to my discretion .”75 This explains why Philibert

is so concerned when the all-important detail, freighted with the responsibil-

ity of signaling the existence of code in the text at large is somehow omitted

from his text or accompanying illustrations: “.
. . I took great pains to design

them and to portray them, but the engraver did not do his job as well . . .

as I would have liked
”76 A gap exists in Philibert’s book between representa-

tion (image, engraving, written description) and intention as expressed by the

text. The text thus must produce a corrective rereading, a reformation of the

representation. This new hermeneutic slant is provided by detail or ornament.

But those who engrave the plates [to my books] on which the illustra-

tions are printed after my own model and design, do not represent them
as well as I would have liked, to my great regret and displeasure, because

I had wanted by them to give profit and pleasure to those who wanted

to learn from them .

77

The space between representation and intention epitomizes the gap be-

tween Protestant desire for theological expression and Catholic spatial dom-
ination. One of the ways in which Philibert deals with this gap, and with the

misrepresentation by others of his intention, is by producing a multiplicity

of engravings. Ifhe cannot take up real space, he aims to take up textual space:

“And because I see that the engravers of my illustrations and stories did not

do their job as clearly as I would have wished, I hoped to repair their inac-

curacies by the multitude of designs and drawings that I have caused [now]

to be engraved .”78

Philibert discusses and portrays two sorts of architectural developments in

his texts. The first is the sort of structure one erects when one is required to

75 Ibid., V, xxiii, p. 156. “Car ie procede tout ainsi qu’il plaist a sa maieste le me commander,

sauf les ornemens, symmetries & mesures, pour lesquelles elles me faict ceste grace & faveur de

s’en fier a moy.”
76 Ibid., V, xxvii, p. 165. “Complaincte & doleance de Pauteur, que les figures ne sont bien

& iustement taillees . . . Qui a este cause que Pay prins grand plaisir de le designer & protraire

beaucoup de fois: mais le tailleur n’a si bien conduit Poeuvre sur la planche de bois, comme i’eusse

bien voulu.”
77 Ibid., p. 166. “Mais ceux qui taillent mes planches sur lesquelles sont imprimees les

figures, ne les ont si exactement representees, qu’elles estoient a mon exemplaire & desseing, dont

Pen ay grand-regret & desplaisir, pour l’envie que i’avois de donner plaisir avec proufit k ceux qui

desirent apprendre.”
78 Ibid., VII, x, p. 213. “Et pource que ie voy que les tailleurs de mes figures & histoires ne

m’ont faict les choses si nettement que i’eusse bien desire, i’ay voulu reparer la faulte par multi-

plicity de desseings & protraicts que i’ay faict tailler.”
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alter an already standing building, and the variety of limitations and expecta-

tions such a requirement imposes. The second is the sort of structure one

erects when one has a virgin site with which to work. Even in the second sce-

nario, however, Philibert does not have a situation free from ideological de-

termination. That possibility obtains only in his text, and there still does not

amount to a complete permission for personal expression.

Creating from Constraint

To tell the truth, one should fear greatly to fail in such an undertaking, and espe-

cially where buildings that will be seen all throughout one’s life are concerned .

79

Let one choose an expert Architect, fully in possession of all his craft’s wisdom,

and let his freedom be utterly without constraint or subjection of spirit .

80

Sometimes one is constrained to do things against reason in order to obey the

will of the lord who ordered the building to be built .

81

-Philibert de l’Orme

In these quotations, Philibert rehearses one of his obsessions: the surveillance

and control exercised by the the client on the architect. He views the client-

creator relationship as frequently adversarial and counterproductive.

Philibert describes the test of character to which a patron initially subjects

an architect as one in which personal qualities such as moral stature (or correct

religious adherence) seem more important than professional expertise .

82

However, Philibert then suggests a way this power relationship could be al-

tered. He notes that an architect has power over the client in a revisionist

sense: he builds the structure by which the client is judged. The architect thus

has the power to influence negatively the client’s reputation .

83

79 Ibid., I, i, p. 7. “A dire verite on doit craindre merveiUeusement de faillir a une telle en-

treprinse, et signamment de bastiments, lesquelz on voit toujours durant la vie.”

80 Philibert, Architecture
,
I, iii, p. 10b. “Qu’on doit choisir un expert Architecte, & de quelles

sciences il doit estre accompagne, & que sa liberte doit estre exempte de toute contrainte & sub-

iection d’esprit.”

81 Ibid., Ill, xii, p. 73. “Quelquesfois on est contrainct de faire les choses contre raison, pour

servir a la volunte du seigneur qui faict construire le bastiment.”
82 Ibid. “Le seigneur doit enquerir diligemment de la suffisance de l’Architecte, & aussi en-

tendre quelles sont ses oeuvres, sa modestie, son asseurance, preud’hommie, gouvernement . .
.”

83 Philibert, Architecture
,
I, p. 71. “Ie ne veux icy omettre, qu’on iuge l’entendement du Seig-

neur & la sagesse pour les oeuvres qu’il a faict faire, & la prudence pour bien s^avoir choisir les

hommes & donner bon ordre a tout ... II advient aussi une faulte tres enorme pour mal con-

siderer son entreprinse, laquelle souvent est si grande, & la despense si excessive, que le seigneur

n’y peult satisfaire, et est constrainct que l’oeuvre demeure du tout imparfaict, ou bien long temps

suspendue.”
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Philibert portrays the menace that the architect may thereby pose to the

client by describing a sloppily-built house that threatens to topple at any mo-

ment. This description suggests the paradoxical power of the commissioned

architect. Given Philibert’s ambivalence regarding his stance as a Protestant in

a Catholic kingdom, it is noteworthy that his example is that of the house

of the king:

I know one of the King’s houses where the beams are worthless, and

across them are such large locks going across the walls, used to hold up

the portals and galleries on the sides, so that if it were necessary to put

other beams up, the galleries would be in peril of falling . . . and if he

who has the upkeep of this dwelling is not vigilant, and doesn’t know
his trade, who knows what will happen [to this building]?

84

Philibert acknowledges that the Calvinist architect is often required to

create within a situation of constraint, but that the architect does possess re-

sources enabling him to reconfigure that situation. He may elect to describe

or represent the constraint within the structure itself. He may choose to revise

that constraint by designating its negative aspects iconographically. Or he may
devise a phantasmagorical structure, one so loose and free that it defies the con-

straint governing its conditions of creation.

The latter is the case for Philibert’s creation of the trompe at Anet. The

trompe is a sort of bulbous overhang projecting from a flat wall, designed to

create an aerial space where no space within the structure proper could be

found. The trompe is the liberated construction paradoxically occasioned by

an explicit condition of spatial constriction. Rather than bow to constraint,

Philibert forces it to work for him.

. . . This trompe resulted from constraint ... in order to accommodate

a cabinet in the room of late King Henri . . . The constraint was because

there was no space or place to add on to the body of the house which

was being built, nor to the old structure . . . Seeing, therefore, such con-

straint and narrowness of the space, I was in great perplexity . . .

85

84 Philibert, Nouvelles
,

I and X, iv, p. 285. “Ie s^ay une maison de Roy oil les poutres ne

valent rien & par dessus y a si grandes serrures qui traversent les murs, & retiennent les portiques

ou galleries qui sont par les costez, que s’il faut remettre d’autres poutres, en grand danger seront

lesdictes galleries qu’elles ne tombent, ou qu’elle les dementent, pour le moins . . . et si celuy

qui en aura la charge n’est diligent, & n’entend bien son estat, qu’en peut-il advenir?”
85 Philibert, Architecture

,
IV, I, p. 88. “.

. . laquelle trompe fut faicte par une contrainte, a

fin de pouvoir accommoder un cabinet a la chambre oil le feu Roy Henry logeoit estant audit

chasteau. La contraincte estoit pour n’avoir espace ou lieu pour le faire au corps d’hostel qui ia

estoit commence . . . Voyant donques telle contraincte & angustie du lieu . .
.”
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Philibert’s response to the dilemma of lack of space is at first to interiorize the

problem (“je fiis redigee en grande perplexite”), then envisioning from that

circumscribed position a new spatial solution. His revision entails, in other

words, getting a new angle on the situation:

I was greatly perplexed ... I gazed at an angle near the King’s chamber
. . . From one side of the garden ... it seemed to me a good idea to

construct a vault suspended in the air, so as to create more space

there .

86

In theory, then, a Calvinist work could thereby displace the responsibility for

his potentially subversive work onto the Catholic patron: the structure arose

merely as the need imposed required.

Another way Philibert creates within constraint is through his copious use

of ornament. Philibert’s unusual use of ornament “requires us to rethink all

the ‘poetics’ of architecture.”87 Thus, the cryptoporticus at Anet is far more

complex and detailed than any others surviving from the sixteenth century.

88

Philibert’s cryptoporticus emerges from an existing structure, but so radically

revises its base as virtually to deny its original conception:

[Its] staircase . . . instead of being circular, is oval ... It is one of the

rare cases in which Philibert appears as a fully conscious Mannerist, tak-

ing ... a classical feature and altering it so that its essential character,

in this case its complete symmetry, is destroyed .

89

When creating from constraint, the architect revises the existing faults of a

structure: a tactic of reformation :

This place seemed favorable to me to accommodate the old building

with the new structure ... as was necessary for the perfecting, beauty

and decoration of it. For in this way not only the faults of the existing

building are obviated, and the constraint and subjection of its compo-
nents mitigated, but also both buildings will be more admirable, strong

and pleasing to the sight .

90

86 Ibid. “Ie fiis redige en grande perplexite . . . Ie dressay ma veue sur un angle qui estoit

pres la chambre du Roy . . . du coste du jardin, & me semble estre fort bon d’y faire une voute

suspendue en l’air, k fin de plus commodement trouver place . .
.”

87 Blunt, Philibert
, p. 49.

88 Blunt, Philibert
, p. 50. “Among the technical achievements of which he was the most

proud” was his cryptoporticus, which was “of far greater complexity than is usual for the sixteenth

century.”

89 Ibid., p. 50.

90 Philibert, Architecture
,
III, viii, p. 65. “Ce lieu me semble estre fort a propos pour mieux

donner l’usage des traicts Geometriques, et monstrer la commodite qui les accompagne, pour

eviter les empeschements ausquels on peult tomber quelquesfois: & aussi pour accommoder les
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Philibert aesthetically allies old and new. The existence of the new

structure -often synonymous with Calvinism in Philibert’s work-suggests a

newly legitimated space. He makes the old structure cooperate in the estab-

lishment of the new: “It will be a thrifty thing to employ old materials, those

chosen by the architect, together with the new.”91 Philibert, therefore, acts

like a Reformer: he selects from an old, distorted, or flawed structure requiring

rectification those elements that can be redeemed and reused (“desquelles on

se veut ayder”), rejecting those that cannot be saved.

The reformation is foundational; as with the Reformation, it rebuilds from

the ground up. Philibert entitles this chapter, essentially a meditation on

working within conditions of constraint, “The Ways In Which a Foundation

Can Be Strengthened When One Has Found Solid Ground On Which To

Establish It .”92 Faults in the building, always attributed to the previous archi-

tect, are treated like sins; a constant surveillance ofthe structure in process sug-

gests an analogy with the Protestant mandate of incessant self-examination of

conscience:

Truly, when I think about building projects that have been taken on
heedlessly, and about others’ work done in haste and poorly, I do not

know what to think or say, considering that ifsuch great faults can occur

in architecture, I will show how one should proceed to avoid such

faults .

93

Philibert’s text oscillates between considerations of real space and discussions

of scriptural space:

For if one building holds up, but the other doesn’t, the edifice on top

will crack and break in many places, and could lean or fall ... If the

architect is forced to build in such a place, he must show his wits by de-

vieils logis avec les neufs, ainsi que Ton en pourra avoir affaire, & que l’oeuvre le requerra pour

sa perfection, beaute & decoration. Car par le moien desdicts traicts on n’oste pas seulement les

faultes qui sont faictes, ny les contrainctes & subiections des pieces, mais encores on rend les logis

plus admirables, forts & plaisants a voir, avec grande espargne pour faire servir les vieilles matieres,

desquelles on se veult ayder . .

”

91 Ibid. “.
. . avecques grande espargne pour faire servir les vieilles matieres, desquelles on se

veult ayder, avecques les neuves, comme vous le cognoistrez.”
92 Ibid., II, ix, p. 46. “La fa$on d’amender un fondement, quand on ne trouve terre ferme

pour le bien asseurer.”

93 Ibid., I, i, p. 8. “Veritablement quand ie pense aux entreprinses faictes quelquesfois trop

inconsiderement, & aux oeuvres de plusieurs ainsi precipitees & mal conduictes, ie ne s^ay qu en

dire ny penser. Considerant donques tant d’incommoditez survenir a la plus part de ceux qui

batissent, & si grandes fautes se commettre a l’Architecture, ie montreray . . . comme Pon doit

proceder . .
.
pour se garder d’y faire faulte.”
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vising ways to ameliorate the site . . . the truest and most sure founda-

tions are on rock, as everyone knows .

94

Philibert’s technical manuals articulate a coded confessional perspective

that demonstrates stylistic and thematic similarities with other Calvinist liter-

ature. In addition, his writing expresses both a personal and a professional re-

sponse to a climate of constraint and hostility.

Disguising Displacement

Whatever inhibits the reader’s freedom is something in the work and we can

therefore speak of it as if the lack of freedom were somehow inherent in the

work. Whether by form or by some limitation of content, the [work] makes a

constructed work of art, which in turn imposes its own constriction upon the

reader.

95

—Angus Fletcher

Surfaces are known not to be random and accidental, by virtue of their periodic

repetitions .

96

-Angus Fletcher

Architecture: the art of building buildings as they should be built .

97

— Philibert de l’Orme

When Philibert devises his own constructions, as opposed to when he mod-

ifies an already existing structure, his anxiety over personal expression inten-

sifies. Now he can no longer disguise, or redetermine, a format already in

place; rather, he is clearly responsible for every inch of the new building:

“Blame and praise, honor and dishonor, customarily accompany great build-

ings and great works, especially those that are public .”98 In developing new

structures, Philibert wagers heavily on the inability of an ill-disposed viewer

to discern the message that the structure conveys. In this way he protects him-

self in public space: “We have a multitude of beautiful styles in France, which

94 Ibid., II, ix, p. 46 and x, p. 47. “Qu’il seroit contrainct de bastir en tels lieux . . . il

faudroit que PArchitecte monstrast par son bon esprit les moiens & inventions de [Pameliorer]

. . . les vrais fondements & plus asseurez sont sur la roche, comme chacun s^ait.”

95 Fletcher, Allegory, p. 323.
96 Ibid., p. 172.

97 Philibert, cited in Philippe Hamon, Exposition: littemture et architecture au XIXe siecle (Paris,

1989), p. 14. “L’architecture: Part de tourner les batiments comme il faut.”

98 Philibert, Architecture
,

I, i, p. 9. “Les blasmes ou louenges, honneurs ou deshonneurs,

communement accompagnent les grands bastimens & grandes oeuvres, & specialement celles qui

sont publiques.”
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no one ever takes into consideration for lack of understanding. What’s even

worse, no one ever tries to discern the excellence and beauty of these struc-

tures .”99 Beaux traicts mean features of a building. However, Randle Cot-

grave’s Dictionarie of the French and English Tongues demonstrates that traicts

may also designate lines of writing, forms of rewriting, or overwriting. Phili-

bert dramatizes this Calvinist strategy of self-concealment in the following

micronarrative concerning an exposed structure and a passerby’s defacement

of it.

... It was as though it were a Tuscan column, possessing very little

adornment in the exposed location where it was found. Indiscreet and

malicious pages and lackeys customarily break everything they touch or

at least scribble on it and deface it, so it seems to me that when you have

such columnar bases, you should put on them the least amount of detail

possible .

100

While purportedly protecting the structure, Philibert in fact approximates

the graffiti scribbler. His reasoning that such bases should be unadorned, or

minimally adorned, only leaves greater room for the comments of the graffitti

artist. On the structures he erects in Catholic-dominated public space, he will

fill the space they occupy with his own meaning. This is either a signifying

void (the empty base) or his own statement, a redetermining graffito cray-

onned onto a structure through detail that somehow contradicts that struc-

ture. By recommending that such structures possess the minimum amount

of ornamentation possible (“parquoy il me semble qu’en ces bases la, on doit

mettre le moins d’oeuvre qu’on peut”), he is actually creating space for his—

and for the Calvinist- reassignment of meaning.

Like the pages and lackeys who amuse themselves by doodling, in his own
application of ornament to his structures Philibert always overlays bases with

massive doses of detail. Calvinism becomes a literate structure, a writing strat-

egy that invests the blank space, conferring upon it the significance of scrip-

tural conformity. Philibert will not allow the Catholic void to remain unoc-

cupied. The graffiti writers thus constitute an emblem of Philibert’s desire to

write over existing (Catholic) space. He hides behind the subversion consti-

99 Ibid., IIII, xix, p. 125. “Nous avons une infinite de beaux traicts en France, desquels on

ne tient aucun compte, pour ne les entendre, & que pis est. Ion ne se soucie gueres de chercher

Pexcellence de beaute des oeuvres. Fay faict faire a Fontainebleau . .
.”

100 Ibid., VIII, vii, p. 241. “.
. . comme si c’estoit une colomne Thuscane avec peu d’oeuvre,

pour autant que au lieu oil elle est, les pages & laquais qui sont indiscrets & malicieux, rompent

ordinairement tous ce qu’ils y peuvent toucher a la main, ou pour le moins ils le barbouillent,

et difforment. Parquoy il me semble qu’en ces basses la, on doit mettre le moins d’oeuvre qu’on

peult.”
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tuted by graffiti cipher. If transgression is the hallmark of the graffiti writers’

endeavor and of Philibert’s own program, aspects ofsuch transgressive activity

can be examined to establish a morphology of the Protestant subversion of

Catholic space and structure. For instance, in Philibert’s construction of An-

toine Bullioud’s dwelling,

symmetry is ignored to a degree which would have scandalized any Ital-

ian architect, and Philibert’s method of continuing the entabulature be-

low the gallery, though the rest of the Doric order is interrupted, is the

kind of irregularity which is often described as Mannerist, but is more
probably due to a lack of respect for . . . the use of the orders .

101

Dissymmetry, irregularity and intermittences constitute an internal structural

iconoclasm, a negative force undermining the structure from within. The Prot-

estant aesthetic rereads excessive but significant detail. It also disrupts perspec-

tive, undoing thereby patterns of predictability within the economy of the

Catholic control of the work. Thus, as the second-generation architect, con-

tinuator and revisor of Philibert de l’Orme, Jacques Androuet Du Cerceau,

drew the plans for the Chateau of St.-Maur: “the proportions of the pedestal,

order and attic in the court facade are wholly inaccurate and the disposition

of the coupled pilasters is arbitrary.” 102 Irregularities in erected structures in-

clude the assymmetry of the composition of Anet: “The left-hand wing had

no loggia at all, the central corps-de-logis had a colonnade of coupled Doric

columns, while the right-hand wing had an arcade on single piers .” 103 Anet

demonstrated other irregular alternations; there, “the subtle variation of

rhythm produce [d] an effect otherwise unsought-for by French architects of

the period,” including unusual Corinthian columns. While such columns oc-

cur fairly often in tombs, they were “very rare” in non-tombal structures or

on “such a large-scale .” 104 These columns have a trompe-l’oeil quality, such

that apparent unity is revealed as merely a facade plastered over disparate pieces:

Unable to find large enough stones to sculpt columns out of one stone

alone, or at least columns made of only a few large stones, he accepted

pieces of small height. Some say that he hid the joints of these many
small pieces with decoration .

105

101 Blunt, Philibert
, p. 20.

102 Ibid., p. 24.

103 Ibid., p. 30.

104 Ibid., p. 33.

105 Prevost, Philibert
, pp. 79-80. “L’invention de la colonne fran^aise . . . ne pouvant se pro-

curer de pierres assez considerables pour obtenir des colonnes d’un seul bloc, ou du moins des

colonnes composees de peu de blocs, il accepte des pieces de faible hauteur; certains diront qu’il

en dissimule la jointure par une decoration.”
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At St.-Maur, where the architrave is constructed of several pieces dissembled

under an overlay,

Philibert asserts that this structure gave the architrave greater resistance

than if it were all of a piece. Strictly speaking, this is incorrect . . . Never-

theless, the procedure might be advantageous, if the ground shifted

slightly, in conferring suppleness on the building .

106

Forced to “give ground” before critics and ill-wishers, Philibert designs a struc-

ture that mimics his own affaissement de terrain.

Philibert’s other architectural oddities include the large-scale mythological

clock mechanism in the third bay. This clock is architecturally unusual because

of its “free and almost sculptural treatment of the masses .” 107 Philibert’s treat-

ment of the sarcophagus at Anet’s configuration can be viewed similarly; it

features

... a coffin [in] the plan of a cross, two arms of which, on the long

side, project between two fluted supports. This gives a richness of

three-dimensional form to the whole which appears to be an original

conception .

108

The impression of three-dimensionality innovates by creating the illusion of

depth, as though Philibert represents a monument’s inability to defy death.

Appearances are here constructed to be deceiving, consistent with Philibert’s

Calvinist program of code and complication. Anthony Blunt notes that one

of the characteristics of Philibert’s mature work is a “tendency towards using

variations on clear basic forms so subtle that they are not immediately notice-

able .” 109 Exterior appearance weighted over use value also correlates with

Philibert’s odd use of detail, in which the unexpected application or place-

ment ofdetail redefines the purpose or character ofan entire area ofa structure.

Complexity and ingenuity, de l’Orme’s hallmark, indicate more than a

mere love of innovation. They attest to a plan to complicate the picture, to

insert interfering factors into a work’s legibility .

110 Such interference is dis-

played iconographically as episodes of interruption:

106 Ibid., p. 36. “Philibert affirme que cette structure donne a l’architrave plus de resistance

que si elle etait d’un seul bloc. A parler rigoureusement, cela est inexact . . . neanmoins ce precede

peut avoir l’avantage, s’il se produit de minimes affaissements de terrain . . . de permettre . . .

une souplesse.”

107 Blunt, Philibert
, p. 35. Similar uninhibited treatment of the jube at Saint Etienne-du-

Mont in Paris, the boldness of the staircase and the unusual and imaginative decorative schema

“point to de l’Orme,” Blunt adds, p. 79.

108 Blunt, Philibert
, p. 38.

109 Ibid., p. 40.
110 Ibid., p. 72.
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One feature of the east end of the Anet chapel remains puzzling. The
entablature which forms the lower line of the lower and broader pedi-

ment is broken by the central window, but the mouldings are simply

cut off and do not follow round the side of the window itself.
111

Intentional dissymetry works to the same effect. At St.-Maur, one of the strik-

ing features is the windows, of which “there is a deliberate dissymmetry be-

tween the windows and the opposing walls.”112 Philibert’s tendency to push

limits, to offer works that surprise or are not initially easily interpreted because

they do not partake of conventional vocabulary, offers other forms of archi-

tectural interference. At Francois I’s tomb,

the disposition of the Ionic capitals is a revealing example of de l’Orme’s

mode ofthought. In a sense he may be said to have followed the classical

ideal of symmetry with complete logic, and yet by pushing it so far he

has arrived at a result which is totally unclassical. By ruthlessly pushing

logical methods he has reached a result which is bizarre and in a sense

illogical. 113

Philibert’s own house, which he constructed on the rue de la Cerisaie in Paris

around 1558, flaunts a self-protective facade, from which a visible front door-

way is conspicuously absent. In this way Philibert again disrupts expectations

aesthetically. To enter, one was compelled to adopt an angled route (aestheti-

cally enacting the Calvinist perception of being pushed into a corner114
)

:

pass-

ing under the arcade on the left-hand side, one would then find a hidden flight

leading to a concealed entryway. This house was constructed during the wave

of persecution against Protestants under Henri II.
115 During this period,

Philibert’s tastes and idiom altered, becoming more ornate, fanciful, and

richly detailed. Such a change accords, at least in part, with a concern for self-

concealment in a progressively more hostile cultural climate, only two years

before the Conjuration d’Amboise. Self-protection and necessary dissimula-

tion are factors in provoking “the [great] variety of Philibert’s style, makfing]

111 Ibid.

112 Prevost, p. 37.

113 Blunt, Philibert
, p. 44, fn. 1.

114 Ibid., p. 75.

115 Patricia O’Grady (Department of Art and Art History, University of Toronto) notes in an

unpublished paper on a Calvinist designer of towns and fortresses, Jacques Perret de Chambery,

that the discussion of how private houses should be configured was of such interest to the Prot-

estant community. We know that Androuet du Cerceau devoted a considerable portion of his

text to plans for townhouses, a focus not at all customary in contemporary (non-Protestant) archi-

tectural manuals.
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it hard to find any formula for his style during this period.”116 At this time,

the Catholic monarchy was consolidating its presence in Paris though an archi-

tectural program: “the royal presence in Paris could be seen in the production

or renovation of multiple residences in which those holding power mingled

freely with one another” 117 Consequendy, Philibert was required to redefine

his position vis-a-vis his Catholic patrons. His sympathy with evangelicals can

be discerned in an increasingly biblical tenor to his pronouncements. On be-

ing named Abbe de St -Serge, an honorary benefice, he announced in his corre-

spondence that he would devote himself entirely to the reading ofthe Gospel,

hardly a customary interest for contemporary Catholic benefice holders. 118

His progressively Protestant perspective inevitably affected his professional self-

perception. Particularly in the later years of his career, when his work “gives

evidence of an extreme refinement and subtlety,” 119 such as is the case with

the staircase at the Tuileries, or when he elaborates Chenonceaux chiefly with

ornaments, masks, picturesque detail, and fanciful traits, Philibert appears to

be playing at a sort of architectural and theological hide-and-seek.

In building the columns for the chapel at Villiers-les-Rets, Philibert con-

structed another amalgam, composing the columns out of disparate pieces.

He describes this procedure as being unavoidable, due to constraints both on

his latitude for architectural development and on the availability of materials.

The beauty ofthe column, he states, hides its fragmentary substructure. Here,

ornament or surface covers a structure in which the fa9ade and the interior

are not in harmony or of like kind; ornament hides and redefines something,

makes something appear other than it is:

It is true that, because of the straits in which I found myself, unable

to get quickly and for little expense columns made all of one piece, I

caused them to be built of 4 or 5 pieces, with beautiful ornament and

moldings so as to hide where the pieces joined: so that in seeing them
they seem all of one piece, appearing beautiful and graceful. 120

116 Blunt, Philibert
, p. 87.

117 Janine Garrison, Royaume, Renaissance et reforme, 1483-1559. Nouvelle histoire de la France

modeme (Paris, 1992), p. 255.
118 Noted in Henri Clouzot, Philibert De FOrme (Paris, 1910), pp. 81-84.
119 Blunt, Philibert

, p. 106.

120 Philibert, Architecture
,
VII, xiii, p. 219. “.

. .
qui empeschera que nous Fran^ais n’en in-

ventions quelques unes . . . comme pourroient estre celles que ie inventay & fis faire pour la por-

tique de la chappelle qui est dans le pare de Villiers coste Rets, du temps & reigne de la maieste

du feu Roy Henry? Vray est que pour la necessite oil ie me trouvay [contrainct] de ne pouvoir

recouvrer promptement, & sans grands frais des colomnes toutes d’une piece, ie les fis faire de

quatre ou cinq pieces, avec beaux ornaments & moulures, qui cachent leurs commissures: de sorte

qu’^ les voir il semble qu’elles soient entierement d’une piece, se monstrans fort belles, & de bien

bonne grace.”
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What does it mean to fashion supporting columns for the Queen Mother’s

palace from fragments? While they seem to supply firm support, the reality

is that several of Philibert’s structures constructed in this manner did not sur-

vive the century because of faults in the buildings .

121 Iconographically, they

are mined from within. Philibert scrupulously covers over the surface, so that

no awareness of the flawed nature of the internal construction may appear,

thus creating deceptive surfaces, the illusion of unity:

It is necessary that the ornament and decoration of facades be appro-

priate, corresponding to the inside of the structure, and that the divi-

sions of halls, rooms and window openings in no way jar with the front

of the house .

122

Philibert’s strategy ofconcealment was and has remained effective. It is strik-

ing that art historians note the oddities and eccentricities of Philibert’s con-

structions, describe the nature of the space in which the structures are found,

and catalogue the aspects of the structures themselves, yet in general advance

no theories to account for the counterpurposes at which structure and signifi-

cance move in Philibert’s oeuvre .

123 In Philibert’s structures, it is often the

case that something is going on beneath the surface, something more than

readily meets the eye. Structure and significance struggle at counter-purposes

in Philibert’s work. Architectural historians describe his work using terms like

“concealment,” “subterfuge” and “camouflage”:

He plays on contradictions, some ofwhich are masked. To hide the great

dissymetry . . . Delorme uses a clever subterfuge ... a decentering effect

... a shocking disparity.

124

121 Clouzot, Philibert
, p. 128. “Le remede fut pire . . . Au temps de du Cerceau, la couver-

ture . . . s’etait ‘afFoncee
5

de telle sorte que sa solidite en etait compromise et que le chateau tout

entier mena^ait mine ... 11 n’en reste aujourd’hui que le souvenir. Pared sort etait reserve a une

autre entreprise de Pabbe d’lvry: la chapelle du pare . .
.”

122 Philibert, Architecture
,

I, viii, p. 20. “II fault que les ornements & decorations de faffades

soient a propos correspondantes au dedans du logis; & que les separations des salles, chambres,

& ouvertures des fenestres et croisees ne donnent aucune difformite a la face du [sic] maison

. . . Aussi ie ne voudrais point que lesdicts ornements des faces empeschassent qu’on ne peut

donner les vrayes mesures qu’il fault a une salle de chambre . . . sans y rien faire par contraincte,

ains plustost par les moiens d’art & nature.”

123 Framboise Boudon and Jacques Bledon, Philibert de I’Orme et le chateau royal de Saint-Leger-

en-Tvelines (Paris, 1985), p. 96. “II donne a la chappelle une place majeure dans le dessin de l’aile

est: tres en saillie, elle en occupe le centre exact. Mais, en meme temps il introduit dans la com-

position une ambigui'te d’une audace considerable: le sanctuaire, le chef d’oeuvre architectural

et stereotomique du chateau, n’est visible dans son entier que d’un lieu trivial, la basse-cour du

chateau.”
124 Ibid., pp. 87-88. “Delorme utilise un subterfuge habile: il detache le chatelet d’entree du

mur de facade, pour Pedifier en avant du pont-levis . . . ainsi, il Pen eloigne suffisamment pour

estomper Peffet de decentrement, attenuer la disparite qui serait choquante.”



Ill

The Allegorical System in

Philibert de l’Orme’s Architecture

It is architecture’s resistance to narrativity that suggests the possibility of a rela-

tionship to allegory, which indicates both form and technique, which hovers be-

tween sign and symbol and between the embrace of history and its denial, a

counternarrative . . . device .

125

-Hugh Bloomer

In the simplest terms, allegory says one thing and means the other. It destroys

the normal expectations we have about language, that our words “mean what

they say.” 126

—Angus Fletcher

No matter how strict a censoring procedure is invoked by a represssive govern-

ment, some sort of allegorical subterfuge is possible .

127

-Angus Fletcher

Allegories as Iconographic Refigurations

The characteristics of Philibert’s style are summarized in two illustrated alle-

gories included in Architecture. Allegory is an appropriate medium for the rep-

resentation of Philibert’s style because it shares features in common with it.

125 Hugh Bloomer, “Museyroom,” in Philosophical Streets: New Approaches to Urbanism ,

Dennis Crow, ed. (Washington, D.C., 1990), p. 164.

126 Fletcher, Allegory, p. 2. I thank Professor Robert Cottrell, Department of Romance Lan-

guages and Literatures, Ohio State University, for giving me the opportunity to present a prelim-

inary version of the next fifteen pages at a special session on allegory. Modern Languages Asso-

ciation, Toronto, December 1993, and for his ongoing support, encouragement, and informed

collegiality.

127 Ibid., pp. 326-327.

41
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Allegory presents objects in isolation from their surroundings, uses “elliptical

form and fragmented imagery,” 128 observes a “cult of deformation ,” 129 and dis-

rupts expectations. It requires a process of interpretation, sometimes even of

decoding on multiple levels. George Puttenham’s sixteenth-century definition

of allegory refers to its quality of dissimulation, in which “every speech [is]

wrested from his owne naturall signification to another.”130 Allegory often ex-

presses an ambivalent relationship to power. Consequently, Philibert’s deci-

sion to frame his work between allegories suggests that they are guides to the

interpretation of the compulsion he was feeling and the constraint under

which he labored. Because allegory can be elliptical and symbolic rather than

straightforwardly representational, it illustrates well a shift in Philibert’s stylis-

tic treatment from an early emphasis on explicit image to a subsequent reliance

on narrative network in and through which to apprehend the meaning of a

structure. For example, at Saint-Leger,

the absence of any central frontispice [usually adorned] for the dwelling

is significant. At a time when the courtyard at Ecouen was being trans-

formed and enriched with monumental frontispices, at a time when,

after having designed the frontispices for St-Maur, Delorme was work-

ing on Anet’s, it is no accident that he created the considerable, vast,

neutral space ofSt.-Leger . . . The austere exterior cannot be understood

and has no meaning except in comparison with the interior treatment

of the mur-ecran\ there can be found grouped and magnified some of

the elements used on the entryway.

131

The structure as Philibert devises it can only be fully understood in literary

fashion: a creation of significance through the interreferentiality of all com-

ponents. The textuality of the architectonic structure is thus constituted by

its relationships, by its desire to convey a message, rather than merely display

an image. The structure can be perceived on more than one level. Similarly,

allegory is composed of assigned elements that play roles in an interlocking

narrative, and that can be decoded through their correspondences with a meta-

narrative framework.

At three points in his Architecture
,
Philibert interrupts the detailed expo-

sition of the technique for the building of an edifice from its foundations to

the roof. These interruptions are not digressions; rather, they are three lengthy

128 Ibid., p. 101.

129 Ibid.

130 Ibid., p. 77.

131 Blunt, Philibert, p. 85.
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allegories designed to function as metanarratives by indicating the appropriate

reception of the text. The allegories prescribe an interpretive path for right

reading, a quintessentially Calvinist concern.

The first allegory is textual, lacking a narrative component, while two of

the three allegories are accompanied by emblem-like illustrations supplement-

ing their textual description. The unimaged quality of the first allegory indi-

cates that the allegorical text relates to its host text (.Architecture) as a com-

mentary or interpretive schema.

The two imaged allegories are significant in that they are the only nonarchi-

tectural drawings to appear in the book. They also receive lengthy explana-

tion, showing that they comment in an important way on the larger text.

The art critic Anthony Blunt labelled the two illustrated allegories “The

Good Architect” and “The Bad Architect.” Philibert provided no such desig-

nation, however, leaving open the interpretation of the allegories. Blunt’s

labels actually distort the meaning of the allegories. As Philibert’s accompany-

ing narrative specifies, one of the images does not represent a “bad architect,”

but rather characterizes negatively any critic of Philibert’s architecture. Accord-

ing to Philibert’s correspondence, such critics were manifold. In fact, this il-

lustrated allegory symbolically silences the Critic through an iconoclastic strat-

egy that defaces and distorts the body of the critic.

By misinterpreting these two allegories, Blunt inadvertently dramatizes

how allegory functions for Philibert. Blunt’s misreading of Philibert is ana-

logous to the Catholic distortion of Philibert’s and other Calvinist architects’

structures, as well as showing the Catholics’ inability to perceive their hidden

significance. Paradoxically, such incomprehension works to Philibert’s advan-

tage, enabling him to communicate his agenda in code to those Calvinists able

to decipher it. Philibert intensifies his subterfuge by suggesting an apparent

parallelism between the two allegories, while actually unmooring the image

from its textual description. The image of the “bad architect” taken separately

tells one story, while the addition of (authoritative, for Calvinists) text alters

its interpretation. Reading requires attention to the importance given to detail

as a privileged vehicle for meaning in the allegory as a whole.

[Allegory’s] lack of mimetic naturalness . . . force [s] [the] reader into an

analytic frame of mind . . . Any fragmentary utterance . . . takes on the

appearance of a coded message needing to be deciphered . . . The si-

lences in allegory mean as much as the filled-in spaces . .
.
[we] thereby

reach the sunken understructure of thought . . . the “undertext .” 132

132 Fletcher, Allegory
, p. 107.
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Allegorical detail contradicts the message derived from a cursory viewing,

as Philibert tells his readers in his allegories. He instructs in the art of careful

interpretation:

“I live” (says Wisdom) “in good and wise counsel, and I help you in all

wise and learned cogitations. You must therefore seek out wisdom, and
having found it, take pains not to lose it .” 133

Because the significance of the allegory is not readily universally accessible,

Philibert can employ allegory as a system of self-defense.

Which nevertheless I will show some day, with several other fine inven-

tions that I’ve made, if it please God to make my spirit more free, and

to put me where I will be safe from harm such as I’ve experienced since

the death of King Henry.

134

To ensure obfuscation, a distancing factor is crucial. Therefore, Philibert allows

considerable space to exist in the allegory, room for misinterpretation created

by the allegory’s multivalent components. He who misinterprets chooses

thereby the wrong subsets of meaning, and reveals himself as subscribing to

a different belief system. Philibert separates himself from such misreaders.

[You must] protect yourself from people who do not know how to do

things right, nor should you frequent those who do not know what is

good to do, nor should you listen to those who hear bad things, or have

no sense of what is good and useful .

135

The phenomenon of accurate interpretation highlights Philibert’s crypto-

Calvinist stance. Philibert finds two specific uses for allegory. First, allegory

defends his personal being and official role from jealousy, slander, and

attack. He describes his situation as being one of deliberate and dangerous

misinterpretation

.

The architect is quite likely to hear and receive many calumnies and false

reports saying bad things about him. This is why he must know that,

however virtuous and wise he may be, even more will he be criticized

133 “Ie habite (diet Sapience) en bon & salutaire conseil, & assiste aux doctes & sages cogita-

tions. II la fault donques chercher, & l’ayant trouve, mettre peine de la bien retenir.” Philibert,

Architecture
,
“Conclusion,” IX, p. 283.

134 Philibert, Nouvelles inventions
,

I and X, and restated verbatim in “Conclusion,” XXVI,

p. 308.
135 Philibert, Architecture

,
“Conclusion,” IX, p. 281. “.

. . se garder des personnes qui ne

s^avent bien faire, ny voir ce qui est bon de faire, ny ouyr ce qu’on doit entendre, ny moins avoir

sentiment de ce qui est utile & proufitable, ainsi qu’il vous est represente par la prochaine figure.”
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and envied by the ill reports of ignorant or malicious people, and the

more his building increases in beauty, the more will he be spoken ill of

and dismissed . . . with an infinity of lies, as I myself have often expe-

rienced, to my great sorrow; indeed, people have even rendered me
suspect .

136

Second, allegory surreptitiously inserts Calvinist language and concerns

into the public, seemingly acceptable structures that he was commissioned to

erect. Allegory supplies a veiled critique of the hierarchy, a denunciation of

contemporary cultural norms and a camouflage for his private self. Angus

Fletcher notes that allegory constitutes the subversive mode par excellence be-

cause “it says one thing and means another. It destroys the normal expecta-

tions about language, that our words mean what they say.” 137

Amnabel Patterson links the production of allegory with climates of polit-

ical oppression, such as the nervous period of Protestant-Catholic hostilities

contemporary with Philibert, and Kenneth Burke observes that

[Allegory is] a new language of deployments and manoeuvers, with sly

sallies that have an implied weighting far in excess of their surface mean-
ing . . . No political structure, if continued long enough for people to

master its ways, is capable of preventing forms of expression that tug at

the limits of patronage .

138

Allegory is therefore a mechanism for the symbolic wresting of control away

from oppressive authority, or a subversive improvisation on that oppressive

order’s techniques. Allegory operated for Philibert as it was to be described

generations later by Goethe: “the form was a ‘public secret’; a lasting interlock-

ing of something revealed and something veiled, something that had not

. . . shed its cloak .” 139

Like architecture, allegory utilizes spatial categories. The density of the

iconography of Philibert’s three allegories, their place in the text, the com-

mentary they offer on the text, and their symbolic encapsulation of his extra-

textual concerns, express the constrained “room for manoeuver” Philibert

136 Ibid., p. 282. “LArchitecte est fort subiect a ouyr recevoir plusieurs calomnies & faux rap-

ports qui se disent de luy: parquoy il fault qu’il s’asseure, que tant plus il sera vertueux & s^avant,

plus il sera envie & travailie par mauvais rapports des ignorants & malicieux: & plus l’oeuvre

s’avancera & augmentera en beaute, plus il sera calomnie & despesche en diverses sortes . . . avec

une infinite de mensonges, ainsi que je 1’ay souvent apperceu a mon grand desavantage: voire

jusques a estre de telle sorte rendu suspect.”
137 Fletcher, Allegory

, p. 136.
138 Kenneth Burke, cited in E. Bloch, The Utopian Function ofArt in Literature

, Jack Zipes,

trans. (Boston, 1988), p. 203.
139 Ibid., p. 140.
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experiences in his architectural expression and as a Calvinist .

140 For John Cal-

vin, allegory caused a gap between intention and reception .

141 Allegory dis-

rupted meaning by separating signifier from signified .

142 For Calvin, allegory

is jumbled and piecemeal, “as though sewn together from many pieces .” 143

His ultimate assessment decried allegory as “deceptive, distorting and papis-

tical .” 144 Thus, Calvinists customarily avoided allegorical writing. Philibert,

however, found a fitting tool in allegory precisely because of its slippery, dis-

parate qualities. Allegory infringes on, implicates, and shies away from oppres-

sive order because it “runs de tmvers . . . enjoying an ironic freedom from ac-

cepted . . . norms .” 145

In addition, by employing allegory, Philibert symbolically reverses Catholic

techniques against their Catholic authors. Philibert, working in a milieu in-

creasingly hostile both to Calvinism and to his self-avowedly arrogant person-

ality, seizes on the spatially disruptive qualities of allegory in self-defense. He
devises a program to subvertfrom within the existing system by using its own
weapons. The three allegories in the Architecture activate this agenda. Them-

selves open to misinterpretation, as Blunt’s error handily demonstrates, these

allegories push to the limit the Calvinist definition of them as agents of dis-

tortion. By deforming meaning, a thoroughly z/w-Calvinist approach contra-

dicting Calvin’s advocacy of the transparent, direct, biblical stylus rudus
,
Phili-

bert indicts the Catholic order as responsible for requiring such distortion.

Furthermore, by adopting a technique used by Catholic writers and es-

chewed by Calvinists, Philibert disguises his confessional perspective. Parody-

ing what Calvinists labelled the Catholic preference for gloss over reading and

reliance on surface semblance rather than an extraction ofmeaning, Philibert’s

allegories camouflage him from persecution by appearing to praise Catholic

structures, while simultaneously criticizing them in code. Allegories act as mir-

rors for ideology. In this way, they effect an iconographic reversal of the con-

straint exercised on Philibert, enabling him to take power symbolically, and

to occupy space subversively. Power figures somewhere in all allegories, be-

cause they represent, and re-present, the established order. For Philibert, al-

legory comprises a network of structures existing in a space in which the dis-

140 Such strategies are discussed more broadly in Ross Chambers, Room for Manoeuver: Read-

ing The Oppositional (in) Narrative (Chicago, 1991).

141 Calvin, Institution
,
IV, xvi, p. 369, . . c’est une chose superflue . .

142
.

.
par leurs circuits . .

.” Ibid., I, iv, pp. 66 and 67. “Au reste, il n’est ia besoin de

chercher par long circuit quel sens il use de ces mots.” Ibid., IV, xvii, p. 412.

143 “.
. . comme cousue de toutes pieces . .

.” Ibid., IV, xix, p. 499. “coudre piece sur piece”

Ibid., IV, ix, p. 44.

144 Ibid. On the Pope, cf. also, III, v, p. 143.

145 Fletcher, Allegory
, p. 122.
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tance separating the structures and their components each from the other

both defines and distorts them. Allegory dramatizes the spatial constraints

within which Philibert works.

Architecture is a two-layered text. One level of narrative, a builders’ manual,

is significandy nuanced by the incorporation of an allegorical sub-text that

ironizes on the first narrative. Here, allegory shows how this gifted architect

is imposed upon by a powerful patron to build in ways not in accordance with

his creativity and not in conformity with his expertise. He is often compelled

to extend dilapidated extant buildings into grandiose structures. He feels im-

posed upon and slighted; through allegory, he describes the pressure exerted

upon him: “being wrongly charged, charged yet again, and overladen with

calumny, crossings at every turn, mistreatment and displeasures, I have virilely

sustained them and, unburned, constantly withstood the same .”146 In the

preface to his earliest work, Nouvelles inventions
,
he conveys a personal feeling

of truncation by depicting a statue thought to be complete, although it has

only one arm.

I am like the man who had a beautiful gold and silver statue, and [de-

spite] the love he had for the statue he gave only one arm to it, causing

imperfection in the entire body, which cannot be beautiful without the

total harmony of all its members and parts. Considering this, I decided

not to publish the present text, until I had perfected it in every way,

so as to illustrate well the glory of architecture (represented in this stat-

ue) rather than only some of it .

147

Philibert’s text purports to remedy the lack; it seeks perfection, and will sculpt

that missing arm, so that it will no longer be limited by external exigencies

or judgements, achieving instead a self-sufficient plenitude of its own.

The First Allegory and Truthful Devises

Philibert’s first allegory, textual and unillustrated, concludes the “Prologue”

to the third book of Architecture. This allegory emphasizes the spatial aspect

and origin of structures, both actual and entexted, and suggests a method for

interpreting the text as a whole. Finally, this allegory illustrates how Philibert’s

Architecture progressively constitutes a liminal space, a zone of deviance be-

tween dominant discourse and marginalized expression, public repression and

146 Philibert, Architecture
,

III, iv, p. 138. “Estant a tort charge, recharge, & surcharge de

calomnies, traverses, ennuits & plaisirs, ie les ay virilement soustenus, & sans fleschir constam-

ment portez.”

147 Fletcher, Allegory, p. 122.
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personal defense, Catholic imposition (Philibert’s term is “constrainct”) and

Calvinist resistance. Philibert envisions a situation in which “the liberty of the

Architect must be free from all constraint and subjection of creative

spirit” 148
;

spatial stricture (“such constraint and narrowness of place” 149
)

causes him vexation and “great perplexity
” 150

The first allegory is ambivalent in its address to the audience, which itself

ambiguously broadens from a specific group to a nonspecific cluster (“to all

those who profess to be, or who want to be, Architects, and to others

also” 151
). The presence of “others,” apparently nonarchitects who do not seek

to master the art, points to a program beyond that of straightforward instruc-

tion in the builders’ craft. The “autres” ofwhom Philibert speaks will receive

“singulier plaisir & prouffit” from the text. The motif of pleasure and profit

accruing from a text derives from Horace, and was popular in French human-

ist writings. However, it is surprising in what claims to be a technical and,

hence, nonliterary, manual. The phrase suggests an occulted textual agenda

inaccessible to the uninformed reader.

Other components of the allegory demonstrate the need for an “initiated”

reader. Philibert situates the personae of his allegory in spatial coordinates (“in

the first place I show an Architect ... as though coming out of a cave or hid-

den place”)

.

152 This may be a reference to Plato’s The 'Republic
,
in which case

the architect here does not look at the shadows on the wall, but instead

chooses to exit from his imprisoned condition in order to look at the real

thing. As a Calvinist, then, he emerges from a Catholic-dominated condition

to see clearly.

In a larger theological reading, he comes out of death into life, and ex-

presses this fullness of life in his text. Obscure space is liminal and unclear;

it must be qualified: “[it is] a place of contemplation, solitude and study.” 153

The cave could, then, function alternatively as a privileged place apart figuring

the desire for a safe space at the same time as it underscores the absence of

148 Philibert, Architecture
,

I, iii, p. 10b, TArchitecte . . . sa liberte doit estre exempte de

toute contraincte & subiection d’esprit.”

149 Ibid., VII, xv, p. 225, “on est contrainct de faire les espaces ... on est contrainct de

chercher . .
.”

150 Ibid., IV, I, p. 88. “Voyant doncques telle contraincte & angustie du lieu, ie fus redige

en grande perplexite.”

151 Philibert, Architecture
,
III, I, p. 50.

152 Philibert, Architecture
,

III, I, p. 50. “En premier lieu donques ie figure un Architecte

habille ainsi qu’un homme docte et sage (tel qu’il doit estre) & comme sortant d’une caverne ou

lieu obscur.”

153 Ibid. “.
. . c’est a dire de contemplation, solitude & lieu d’estude.”
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such a haven. In addition, this is an intellectualized, abstract space (“contem-

plation” . . . “estude”), one that is not part of reality. Absent presences, blank

frames such as the cave provides for the Architect’s emerging figure, represent

a “process of shifting inclusion and exclusion ,” 154 what in architecture is

called subaltemation. Philibert’s insecure status represents itself through the

vague portrayal of this space. Through this figure, Philibert foregrounds the

issue of tension between public and personal domain, suggesting the need for

a spatial redetermination.

Philibert is not concerned with representation or mimetic approximation;

rather, he seeks truth: “[in order] to arrive at the true knowledge and perfec-

tion of his craft .” 155 The allegory thus assumes the status of an ontological or

metaphysical narrative. Viewed in this light, the instability of the signifying

components of the monuments included in the allegory, structures built for

Catholic patrons and intended to represent them, create signs of the patrons’

eschatologically suspect status.

Similarly, the figure of the Architect is not a portrait, but rather yet another

symbol, and as such, points beyond itself: “he pulls up the hem of his robe

with one hand, wanting to show . .
.” 156 The establishment of meaning is

thus perpetually displaced in this allegory, which refuses to divulge what it

intends. Philibert’s work- both text and structure - are characterized in this

way by motion, transition, change, and subversion. The components of the

Architect’s figure are equally ambiguous. The Architect holds a “compass

wrapped around by a serpent”; elsewhere, Mercury holds a caduceus. This

multivalent iconography initially seems a standard humanist reference. 15
"

However, when the recurring image of the serpent is juxtaposed with a similar

description of the serpent in Calvin’s Institution
,
through intertexual explora-

tion another significance seems likely. Calvin states that

Moses . . . shows how the invincible power of God is on his side, so

that he is able to swallow up everyone else’s rod with his own . . . This

transformation occurs before their very eyes . . . and then a little later

154 Dennis Crow, Philosophical Streets
, p. 12.

155 Philibert, Architecture
,
III, I, p. 50. “.

. . a fin de parvenir a la vraye cognoissance & per-

fection de son art.”

156 Ibid. “II trousse sa robe d’une main, voulant monstrer . .
.”

157 “.
. . un compas entortille d’un serpent.” Ibid. The serpent has a wide range of meanings;

with the figure of prudence as death, with Minerva as wisdom, and also as death and immortality

because of the way it sheds its skin. Cf. Guy de Tervarent, Attributs et svmboles dans Pan projhne

1450-1600
, and emblem books of the period. St. John uses the image of the serpent as a prefig-

uration for the crucifixion.
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the rod resumes its first shape . . . God made a serpent from a rod, then

immediately after, a rod from a serpent .

158

Philibert’s allegory thus develops in and through a Calvinist reference to Scrip-

ture. This reading uses Calvin’s textual image of the serpent as a symbol for

the Calvinist architect’s resistance to the imposition of Catholic norms on his

art. Calvin’s serpent epitomizes Philibert’s predicament of constraint but

equally favored status before the Lord. The serpent has God on his side, is

able to counter any threat, metamorphoses into unexpected shapes, and so

defies attempts to control him. As such, he is the privileged medium for God’s

display of omnipotence. With this intertextual reading, in Philibert’s allegory

the serpent can be viewed as a loaded symbol: here, the caduceus represents

the transformative and transgressive possibilities of Calvinist architecture.

The explicitly Calvinist hermeneutics applicable to the allegory is further

borne out by the Protestant textual affiliation that Philibert demonstrates in

favoring scriptural citations from St. Paul, one of the Reformers’ preferred bib-

lical writers (as opposed to James, for instance, more typically Catholic in em-

phasizing works over faith) . One such passage elaborates on the Calvinist inter-

pretation of the serpent image, describing the serpent as imperilled and

needing to be wily in order to defend himself: “Be ye wise therefore like ser-

pents . .
.” 159 Thus, along with the reconfiguration of the traditional mean-

ings of iconographic elements, Philibert incorporates Scripture in his allegory.

In this, his allegory highlights the scriptural tenor of Architecture
,
which is

studded with biblical allusions and scaffolded on biblical models.

Philibert’s Architect picks a path through obstacles (the “scandals” or stum-

bling blocks of the Gospel), following a strictly delineated path (“with pru-

dence and wise deliberation, in order to be sure ofthe path to which he should

keep among men” 160
) . The need to keep to a very narrow pathway recalls the

“strait gate” of the Gospel. Philibert’s allegorical path leads next to a palm tree

well-suited to emblematize the Calvinist situation, for resilience characterizes

the palm tree. Symbolically, it represents a stance of resistance.

Not only imaged symbols, but also theologically-coded terms, develop the

158 “Moyse montre que la puissance invincible de Dieu estoit de son coste, d’autant qu’il fait

engloutir toutes les verges des autres par la sienne. Mais puis que telle conversion s’est faite a veue

d’oeil . . . et aussi un petit apres la verge retourna a sa premiere forme . . . Quant est de Moyse

. . . Dieu [a fait] d’une verge un serpent, et derechef d’un serpent une verge.” Calvin, Institution
,

IV, xvii, pp. 392-393. Also see Exodus 7:12.

159 Matthew 10:16. “.
.

.
prudentes sicut serpentes . .

.” Here, Christ counsels his disciples

about strategies for subverting hostile criticism, precisely my thesis here.

160 Philibert, Architecture
,
III, I, 51. “.

. . conioncte avecques simplicite & modestie conduit

l’homme a toutes bonnes & louables entreprises.”
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allegory: “perte,” for instance, denotes a loss of time and money, but also con-

notes a sense of sin: “he who does not possess this wonderful virtue of pru-

dence will not know how to remedy this failing .” 161 Philibert asserts that the

only recourse in a fallen world is to re-form that world. He gives a theological

dimension to the term rather than limiting its meaning to the customary archi-

tectural use: that of the historical restoration of a building. Similarly, if an al-

legorical reading is employed, the blueprints that Philibert includes through-

out Architecture
,
by describing a salubrious and well-structured space, may

offer plans for the reformation and the renewal of the human heart. Required

by Catholic patrons to bend his inspiration for new structures to accommo-

date pre-existing buildings, Philibert views the latter as “bastiments impar-

faicts .” 162 His task is to redeem the structures in completing them, by bring-

ing them into line with Scripture, a prototype for the appropriate assignment

of space: “by means of these things, not only are existing faults removed from

the structure . . . but also the swelling is rendered admirable . . . Old materials

can be made to serve the purposes of the new.” 163

In so doing, Philibert not only creates a confessionally-correct standard,

but also sculpts a protective personal space; he reverses the judgement critics

make of his work (and, potentially, of his theology), saying,

I want our Architect to have a clean soul, not deceitful, abusive or ma-

licious. He will be nevertheless calumniated for his imitation of the ser-

pent, that is, for being prudent and wise in order to keep himself safe

from the malice and deception of evil men. His virtues . . . will be such

that the name of Wisdom will substitute for the name of Ruse (just as

most men call Virtue, Vice.)
164

The scriptural interpretive framework now slides into place, prohibiting a

solely humanist reading of the caduceus. The caduceus was first interpreted

as a humanist reference; it then signified Calvinists held at bay. It comes to

represent a Calvinist program to overwrite existing space and structure, so that

both may be redetermined scripturally. In reencoding “ruse” as “wisdom,” and

in deploying different uses for the serpent image, Philibert employs what archi-

tectural theory calls field reversals. Field reversals occur when “symbols used by

161 Ibid. “Celuy qui n’est fourni de ceste tant belle vertu de prudence ne s^aura recouvrer sa

perte.”

162 Ibid., Ill, viii, p. 65.
163 Ibid. “Mais encores on rend les logis plus admirables, forts & plaisants ^ voir: avec grande

espargne pour faire servir les vieilles matieres, desquelles on se veut ayder, avecques les neufves . .
.”

164 Ibid., Ill, I, p. 51. “Je desire que nostre Architecte soit de bonne ame, non trompeur,

abuseur ou malicieux. Toutesfois il sera vitupere d’imiter le serpent, c’est ii dire, estre cault et bien

advise . .
.”
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a [dominant group] can be subverted by their . . . use in a [different space

and sense] .” 165 The first allegory thus offers a paradigm of how Philibert pro-

poses to defend his private self from slander, his architectural constructions

from derision, and his Calvinist adherence from detection. This allegory de-

scribes the panoply of defensive recourses employed by a text that, beneath

the surface, hiding like the joints of Philibert’s columns behind papier-mache

ornament, makes some very bold assertions.

The Second Allegory and Critical Iconoclasms

The second allegory, the first to be accompanied by an illustration, is found

in the “conclusion” to the ninth book of Philibert’s Architecture. In this alle-

gory, a man lacking eyes, nose, ears, and hands stumbles along an uneven path

littered with skulls and pocked with crevasses. A twisting path leads to a tur-

bulent river bridged by a rickety trestle, which abuts onto a fine fortress. Rain

is falling onto the fortress. In the background, a small town nestles around

a church spire, while in the central plan, straight trees sketch a vertical line

dividing the picture into two planes, separating town from fortress. The man’s

figure, stooped and crooked, contrasts with the trees’ erectness, and deviates

from the predominant vertical line. Another vertical line, a straight path

emerging from one of the fortress’s turrets and piercing the clouds, echoes the

trees and church spire, further underscoring the fleeing man’s bent posture,

and, at least to a Calvinist reader, evoking the biblical plumb line, symbol of

spiritual rectitude and alignment with God’s plan. The structures in the en-

graving are proportionate and harmonious. The only deformed structure is

physiological: the man’s twisted body, mutilated face and hands.

What components of this image could have led Blunt to interpret it as an

allegory of a bad architect? One factor may be that allegory creates distance

between first apprehension and subsequent interpretation, because allegory

presents objects in isolation from their normal surroundings . . .

challenging] us to interpretations by means ofan elliptical form and frag-

mented imagery . .
.
[Allegory constitutes a] cult of deformation . . .

[in which] the ornatus is piled on . .
.
[with an] excessively high . . .

“packing density.” 166

Thus Blunt, focusing on details rather than an integral appreciation, erred as

Philibert, in his Calvinist program, knew that Catholics would err, being se-

165 Crow, Philosophical
, p. 129.

166 Fletcher, Allegory
, p. 113.
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duced by image rather than performing an overall reading to situate those

images in context. Blunt assumed the allegory portrayed a “Bad Architect,”

one who could not see to convey his vision, one who lacked hands to ma-

nipulate materials, the epitome ofwhat Philibert’s architect would not be. Al-

legories are misread when readers do not know the proper code, although in

general they are intended to express abstract ideas through agreed-upon sym-

bols. Philibert’s allegories thus act as tests for right readership, right religious

adherence.

This figure represents something very different for Philibert. Philibert re-

quires that his allegorical structure be interpreted in reference to biblical par-

ables. Beginning the companion text to the allegory in parable-like fashion,

“Truly, truly I say to you,” 16~ he demonstrates that Scripture is the intertext

for his work, and alerts us to the man’s similarity to those who criticize the

works of true architects: “in any great building project . . . There is never a

dearth of men and servants, but usually they are unfaithful . . . They under-

stand nothing about the project . . . Those men resemble this figure .” 168

Philibert’s deciphering of the image is very condensed, and assumes that

all the foregoing text of Architecture will be taken into account. In this way,

he works into the allegorical frame details and issues from elsewhere in the

text, establishing this set of allegories as interpretive paradigms for Architec-

ture. Concern over criticism, jostling for political power, denigration by un-

sympathetic viewers, and theological condemnation of such misinterpreted,

conjoin as various registers in the allegory. The dried skulls of oxen cluttering

the perilous path over which the critic lurches, for example, repeat the visual

motif that begins each of Philibert’s chapters. In this way, Philibert installs

the staring head of the critic into his text symbolically at the head of each part

of his endeavor.

169 These heads reappear, cast before the man’s figure in this

allegory, along with stumbling blocks in his path: “Several dried oxen skulls

are in his way, along with several stones to make him stumble .” 170 The critic’s

criticism will trip him up, Philibert’s iconographicallv-phrased assertion makes

clear. Criticism, lurking everywhere, staring Philibert down, is defused in this

allegory: the skulls now topple from the accusatory, dominating position they

167 Ibid. “Veritablement, ie vous Propose . .
.”

168 Ibid., “Conclusion,” ix, p. 281. “Aux grands entreprinses qui se font pour les Roys,

Princes et grands seigneurs, il n’y a jamais faulte d’hommes & serviteurs, mais le plus souvent peu

fideles . . . tels resemblent a ceste figure . .
.”

169 While the skulls are a standard decoration in the Renaissance, Philibert’s iconography is

so coded, so overcharged with menace throughout, that it would be too simplistic to determine

any of its components to be simply decorative.

170 Ibid. “Quelques testes de boeuf seiches en son chemin . .
.”
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had occupied at the beginning of preceding chapters, to lie trampled beneath

the representation of the originator of their own negative discourse: the Critic.

Philibert’s allegory is not that of a Bad Architect, but rather the archetype of

the evil-wishing Critic. The skulls and stones with which he vilified the Archi-

tect now become the instruments for his mutilation. For instance, in the im-

age the thorny bushes “catch at and tear his clothing .” 171

Applying the architectural technique of the field reversal of symbols
,

Philibert’s allegory deconstructs the critic’s weapons, effecting a Calvinist icon-

oclasm, truncating the Critic (confessionally coded, in the theological register

subtending this text, for Philibert as Catholic) who wrongfully arrogates au-

thority to himself. Philibert removes the critic’s hands (“to show that they

don’t know how to do anything”). 172 Similarly, Calvinist iconoclasts muti-

lated or obliterated religious images in order to deny that they possessed im-

manent presence. Appropriately, in the foregoing quotation, the term “s^au-

roient” is ambiguous. Such terminology proposes, first, the ignorance of the

critic: he knows not how to do anything; second, it suggests that the critic is hence-

forth powerless : the French interprets “ils ne s^auroient” as “they are not able”

to do anything.

Philibert thereby projects onto the critic the very constraint that he expe-

riences. If Philibert’s hands have been figuratively tied by patrons, if his con-

fessional stance has had to remain covert, the allegory of the Critic recalls

Philibert’s situation, then reverses its effects onto the Critic himself, neutral-

izing and silencing him. The Critic is not one individual alone; Philibert

evokes him in the third person plural, indicting a network of critics, thereby

subverting through the medium of allegory a mass of critical distortion.

Philibert’s critics now lack eyes (“to see and discern good building”), ears (“nor

ears, to hear and understand wise men”), and noses (“not even a nose . . .

so as not to experience any good thing”). 173 These latter deprivations are

especially significant, for while the removal ofthe critic’s hands eliminates abil-

ity to act, the removal of eyes, ears, and nose is associated biblically with a

moral distinguishing capacity. Critics are thereby labelled unregenerate; they

cannot judge the Calvinist elect: “such people hate . . . because of who they

are . . . not only wise architects, but every virtuous man, and even virtue it-

171 Ibid. “.
. . avecques plusieurs pierres qui le font chopper, & buissons qui le retiennent &

dechirent sa robbe . .

172 Ibid. “Ledit homme n’a point de mains, pour monstrer que ceux qu’il representent ne

s^auroient rien faire.”

173 Ibid. “.
. . aucuns yeux dans la teste . . . ny oreilles, pour ouir et entendre les sages, ny

aussi guieres de nez, pour n’avoir sentiment des bonnes choses.”
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self.” 174 A Calvinist reading of this allegory ranks the critic among the unre-

formable: they are damned ifthey do not “have ears to hear” the Word ofGod.

Philibert excoriates their sinfulness, employing the same term he had applied

to defective building structures, that of faultes : “the sins they commit/the

defects they produce
” 175 Philibert allows the critic to retain his mouth, the

“babil” of which only further damns the critic. The critic is unmasked as

“contrefafit] ,” a term Calvin customarily associated with Catholic ceremony.

Yet the critic plays a salutary role, which may explain why Philibert devotes

so much space to describing him. In the “Beatitudes” Christ assured his dis-

ciples that they were blessed when others reviled them. Philibert mitigates crit-

icism with divine recognition of an architect’s attainments: “we will say that,

the more the Architect is virtuous and wise, the more it is likely that he will

hear and receive many calumnies and false reports, the more likely that he will

be envied and slandered by ignorant and malicious men .” 176

Philibert includes the Critic in his text in order to neutralize him, turning

his presence to Philibert’s advantage: “assuring myself that no further harm

could come to me from him .” 177 Thus, Philibert erects structures for Catho-

lic patrons, but he finds a way to contain and neutralize those patrons’ aspira-

tions by framing the structures within his Calvinist reinterpretation.

This allegory acts as a decoding device for the informed reader: it displays

the strategy that Philibert uses against his critics. If this allegory at first mis-

leads, as in Blunt’s blunder, that, too, serves a purpose: the camouflage of the

allegory dupes the critic, deflecting criticism of the architect by apparently in-

corporating it into the text itself so that the need for further negative state-

ments is obviated. The allegory epitomizes its definition: Puttenham claims

that “allegory is the deceptive, subversive figure of False Semblaunt”; 178 while

ostensibly embodying criticism, it then fractures that very body. The choice

ofgenre represents Philibert’s sense ofconstraint, foisting it back on its source:

174 Ibid. “.
. . et vous asseurez que telles personnes hai'ssent ordinairement & de leur naturel

non seulement les doctes Architectes, mais aussi tous les vertueux, & la vertu mesme.”
175 Ibid. “.

. . les faultes qu’ils commettent; ils ne cessent de mesdire des Architectes envers

les seigneurs . .
.”

176 Philibert, Architecture
,
“Conclusion,” ix, p. 282. “Pour continuer, le discours & propos

cy-devant encommence, nous dirons que PArchitecte est fort subiect a ouyr & recevoir plusieurs

Calomnies & faux rapports qui se disent de luy. Parquoy il fault qu’il s’asseure, que tant plus il

sera vertueux et s^avant, plus il sera envie et travaille par malicieux rapports des ignorants &
malicieux.”

177 Ibid. “Mais ie ne m’en suis pas beaucoup soucie, m’asseurant qu’il ne m’en pourroit venir

aucun dommagp.”
178 Puttenham, quoted in Fletcher, Allegory

, p. 33.
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whatever inhibits the reader’s freedom is something in the work . . . the

lack of freedom [is] inherent in the work. Whether by form or by some
limitation of content [or crowding of it], the [allegory] makes a con-

stricted work of art, which in turn imposes its own constraint upon the

reader.

179

Thus, in the Allegory of the Critic, the allegorical system breaks down -as it

is intended to do. For Philibert deflects the power of interpretation from the

Critic, ascribing it to God alone. God will know the truth of Philibert’s proj-

ect, will redeem and uphold it:

But let’s leave offsuch topics, and put everything into God’s hands, who
will cause the truth of all things to be known in a fitting time and place.

Let’s resume, therefore, talking about our Architect, who I desire to be

so wise, that he will learn to know himself and to recognize his own
merit, abilities and strengths: and if he knows of any lack in himself, I

advise him to ask quickly that the Lord remedy it .

180

The architect’s self-knowledge is described in Calvinist terms, consistent with

Calvin’s doctrine of the knowledge of God, a dialectical relationship in which

man’s self-knowledge and his knowledge of the Lord interpenetrate (“let him

learn to know himself . . . and ask for [knowledge] from God”) . Philibert in-

serts himself into the privileged, protective space occupied by God, just as in

the allegory the fortress provided a shelter from the storm clouds of criticism.

The Third Allegory and Protected Space

The architecture in Philibert’s third and final allegory recalls that of the clas-

sical golden age. The illustration portrays a locus umoenus of temples, basilicas,

and historiated triumphal arches framed by abundant fruits and flowers, em-

blems of a benign natural order. While in the allegory of the Critic a stern

upright tree established the standard of rectitude, here a graceful, envined tree

drips with foliage and ripe grapes, epitomizing flexibility of form. A stream

trickles from a rocky outcropping to the right, symbolizing the living waters

of the Gospel, Philibert’s source of inspiration.

The allegory ofthe critic was situated in an unprotected space open to men-

acing elements, but here ornate structures crowd out external space; only a

179 Ibid., p. 236.
180 Philibert, Architecture

,
“Conclusion,” ix, p. 282. “Doncques nous reprendrons nostre

Architecte, lequel ie desire estre si advise qu’il apprenne a se cognoistre & s^avoir quel il est, avec

ses capacitez & suffisances: & s’il cognoist qu’aucune chose luy defaille, ie luy conseille d’estre

diligent de la demander a Dieu
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bit of tranquil sky shows at the top. In this Calvinist re-vision, space is re-

claimed. Taken together, the two allegories also demonstrate the passage-and

eventual redemption -of time. The Allegory of the Critic displays structures

more medieval in form, while the Allegory of the Good Architect represents

Renaissance architecture (particularly that of Italy, a strong influence on

Philibert’s early work). The Critic, linked with Catholicism, is thus associated

with the abuses and corruption of the medieval Catholic church and the de-

formities, as Renaissance architects viewed it, of medieval architecture. The

Allegory of the Good Architect revives pure and harmonious structure in a

non threatening, humanist context. Thus, time, too, is redeemed by the asso-

ciation of the Calvinist program with humanist techniques.

Certain iconographic elements of this last allegory rework components of

the first allegory. The first allegory featured a winged Mercury with caduceus.

Mercury was described as symbolizing wisdom in the pursuit of Architecture:

“the Architect must not only be quick to know and understand useful knowl-

edge and disciplines, over which Mercury presides . .
.” 181 However, Mercury

posed a problem: in interpreting instructions or in implementing “divine pro-

portions,” would the architect be able to emulate Mercury without becoming

“mercurial, that is to say, changeable and babbling, sometimes frequenting

one [man or opinion], sometimes the other ... I would rather have it that

he follow and imitate good [men], so as to himself be good .” 182 This final al-

legory resolves the problem: the potential for slippage between scriptural

model and human reproduction is eliminated by the allegory’s representation

of the architect himself as Mercury, wearing wings on his feet .

183 The Archi-

tect is now visually labelled as competent and reliable. Mercury’s model and

the structures created by the architect juxtapose: a statue of Mercury adorns

the temple, addressing the architect in a mirroring relationship.

The architect possesses many hands, in counterdistinction to the hand-less

Critic in the Allegory of the Critic; the former’s capabilities are thereby em-

phasized. He holds his hands in the opened, finger-separated posture charac-

teristic of the Evangelists’ position preparatory to speaking, demonstrating

181 Philibert, Architecture
,
III, I, p. 51. “Sur lesquelles preside Mercure.”

182 Ibid. “Toutesfois ie ne veux pas qu’il soit trop Mercurial, c’est a dire muable & babillard,

se iongnant tantost a Pun, tantost a l’autre, par une je ne s$ay quelle inconstance et legerete, ainsi

plustost qu’il suyve et imite les bons, a fin d’estre bon.”
183 This image, like many of Philibert’s, has various possibilities for interpretation and since

Philibert himself provides no key, the reader has to try on the different options. While it is likely

that the statue is Mercury, since Mercury is discussed in the text, it is not inconceivable that re-

lated networks of symbolism -perhaps a reference to Minerva or even to Justice-might be

intended.
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that his utterance will be “gospel truth .” 184 In addition, he holds a scroll, rep-

resenting both the knowledge of his craft and the Scripture from which it de-

rives .

185 He offers the scroll to another figure, whom Philibert labels “Ieu-

nesse” (Youth) . “Youth” stands in the central space formerly occupied by the

Critic in the second Allegory. The youth is the ultimate recipient of Philibert’s

interlocking allegories, as well as the privileged reader of Architecture. Because

of his twinned role, the Youth acts as what Walter Benjamin calls a “fyural

center [countering] . . . the law of dispersal, [implementing that of] collected-

ness .” 186 His physical being collates the spiritual message of the text, and acts

to counter the technique ofdispersion and fragmentation implemented in Ar-

chitecture against the Catholics, so that those tools will not be turned against

the Calvinists themselves. Calvin recalls, as does Matthew’s Gospel, that Jesus

has declared that “the Kingdom ofheaven . . . will be inherited by the children

. . . only those whom God has adopted as his children will profit from this

inheritance .” 187 By transmitting his knowledge to the Youth, the architect in-

dicates the presence of a Calvinist readership capable of interpreting his work

correctly.

For this readership, “Ieunesse” may also represent Christ coming to speak

approvingly to the Architect of his projects; he is described situated like the

young Jesus sitting in the temple with rabbis and scholars: “.
. . representing

Youth, who must seek out wise and learned men, to be instructed as much
verbally as by memoirs, writings, drawings and models .” 188 The Youth inher-

its the Architect’s wisdom. He in some manner thus also becomes Philibert

184 In his comments on an earlier version of this manuscript, Robert Griffin noted that this

depiction of the hands has many possible resonances as well. He listed the hand gestures, “which

are found on nearly every Gothic Christ as part of the Boon Bestowing and Gift Giving ritual,” as

well as mentioning “common attributes of the Byzantine Sophia, and . . . even in the mudra of

second-century Buddhas” (Griffin’s correspondence dated March 4, 1993). I see no reason why
Philibert would have referred to the last of these examples, but the Sophia is not incompatible

with Philibert’s portrayal of the Calvinist architect as possessing wisdom superior to that of his

Catholic critics, nor is the reference to Christ inconceivable. Regarding the significance of hand

gestures, see Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth Century Italy.

185 For the scroll, see John on Patmos, the book of Revelation. Diirer customarily portrayed

St. John with a book, not a scroll, but this was a sixteenth-century anachronistic rendering on

Diirer’s part.

186 Benjamin, quoted in Crow, p. 45.
187 Calvin, Institution

,
III, ii, p. 47 cites Psalm 33:12: “Bien-heureux est le peuple duquel

l’Eternel est le bien, et la gent qu’il s’est esleue pour heritage”; Philibert, Architecture
,
III, viii,

p. 65, Theritier.”

188 “Representant ieunesse, qui doit cercher les sages & doctes, pour estre instruicte tant ver-

balement que par memoires, escritures, desseings & modeles.” Philibert, Architecture
,
“Conclu-

sion,” ix, p. 282.
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himself, offering assurance that Philibert is one of the elect, heir to Christ’s

kingdom.

The use of detail weds architecture and theology. The intricate structures

of this final allegory compose a near-complete catalogue of the techniques for

design and ornament in Philibert’s text, from frames to pilasters, cornices, vo-

lutes, and arcades. Each technique is both part of architectural technique, and

turned to a different use. The Allegory of the Good Architect, as a concluding

summary of Philibert’s repertoire of coded structures, encapsulates the text’s

message. It confirms the merit of Philibert’s endeavor and ensconces him in

an unassailable position, impervious to criticism; this space was prefigured by

the fortress in the Allegory of the Critic. Protected from calumny, assured of

salvation, Philibert situates himself in a personal and private space.

After having ordered all that is necessary to execute his commissions,

let [the Architect] retire and keep himself solitarily in his study, cabinet,

room, library, or garden, as he may have available to him .

189

While producing in an inhospitable public space, where critics abound and

Catholics reign, Philibert nonetheless finds spaces that sustain him. Such

space enables him to assert his own meaning for the structures that he has

built. Significantly, the allegory portrays the architect “devant le temple

d’oraison.” Churches-and we note the explicitly Protestant vocabulary of

temple
,
rather than eglise

190- offer protection from persecution. The Architect

possesses keys, one of which functions defensively “to foresee the future and

time to come ... in order to protect and arm himself against so many attacks,

injuries, calamities and miseries in this miserable world in which one is so

often derided .” 191 The other two keys designate him as one of the elect. His

predestined status further exalts the Architect over the Critic; where the Critic

was mutilated and sensorially deprived, the Architect is amply supplied, in

fact possesses a surplus: the text stipulates, for example, that he has four ears

189 Ibid. “Et apres avoir ordonne ce qui est necessaire pour faire les oeuvres de sa chaise, qu’il

se retire et se tienne solitairement en son estude, cabinet, chambre, librairie ou iardin.”

190 Although many historians of the period can certainly confirm this specifically Protestant

vocabulary, it is interesting to note that vocabulary issues continue to have impact in modern

times, where religion is concerned. See, for instance, Christian Makarian, “La grande revanche

des protestants,” cover essay of Le point (27 Janvier 1996): 50-59. He observes, “Toute tribu a

son langage. Celui des protestants se singularise par un rejet du vocabulaire catholique tradition-

nel. Ainsi ne dit-on jamais qu’on se rend a l’eglise le dimanche, mais au temple, car on n’assiste

pas a la messe, mais au culte” (p. 52).
191 Philibert, Architecture

,
“Conclusion,” ix, p. 282. “.

. . les clefs . .
.
pour prevoir le futur

et le temps advenir . .
.”
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“showing that one should listen more than speak,” emphasizing his access to

Scripture (and in fact responding to Philibert’s reading of a verse from St.

James).
192 The spatial situation of the Architect in the text defines him

theologically: Philibert’s description weaves him into a web of scriptural cita-

tions proving the Architect’s conformity to the Word (in contrast to the

dearth of scriptural material in the allegory of the Critic).
193

By guaranteeing his status through scriptural confirmation, by aligning his

textual structures with biblical architecture, Philibert equates his text with the

Bible. Philibert confers plenitude on his text, whereas the secular world is char-

acterized by incompleteness and divisiveness: “being in this world, we have

no knowledge of the arts and sciences, if only by little bits and pieces .” 194 In

contrast to such lay fragmentation, Philibert’s Architect gathers fruits spilling

from the cornucopia, the riches of God’s Word:

I show the Architect having a plethora of four hands . . . from everyone

who comes to visit or see him in his garden, he doesn’t hide his beautiful

stores of virtue, his cornucopias filled with beautiful fruit, his vases full

of great riches and secrets, his springs and fountains of wisdom .

195

Through his text, Philibert offers a way to “get back to the garden,” a new para-

dise built on the blueprint of scriptural structures.

ICONOGRAPHIC SUBVERSIONS

Philibert intentionally does not elucidate all aspects of the last two allegories;

these areas ofimprecision camouflage his counter-cultural stance; they also en-

trap the ill-intentioned reader or viewer. Operating in a demanding, some-

times dangerous public arena, Philibert protects his theological program and

his own person by implanting such lacunae into his text. Such gaps are con-

sonant with allegory’s distancing strategy. Elsewhere, in Architecture
,
other

techniques implement Philibert’s program: fragments, the overflowing of

borders, marginalia, trompe-l’oeil ornamentation, skewed perspective, and

“misquotation” of customary architectural vocabulary are among the tactics

that Philibert employs to redefine his structures. He maintains a protective

192 Ibid. “Ie luy figure aussi quatre oreilles, monstrant qu’il fault beaucoup plus ouyr que

parler.”

193 Ibid. “.
. . ainsi que le commande Sainct Jacques au premier chapitre de sa premiere epis-

tre canonique . .

194 Ibid. “.
. . en nous, car estans en ce monde nous n’avons cognoissance des arts & sciences,

sinon que par petits loppins & morceaux . .
.”

195 Ibid. “.
. . ie luy figure d’abondance quatre mains, pour monstrer qu’il a k faire & manier

beaucoup de choses en son temps . .
.”
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distance from the illustrations of Architecture
,
exculpating himself from any

distortion caused by the mechanics of production:

Those who engrave my illustrations on which images are printed, have

not reproduced them exactly as they were in my model and original.

This really upsets me, especially because I wanted those engravings to

give pleasure and profit to all who desired to learn .

196

This disclaimer is frequently repeated, to such effect that Philibert eludes any

attempt by the reader to assign blame.

The first allegory depends solely on textual transmission; unpaired with any

image, it alerts us to search beneath ornament for meaning, under surface for

significance. The two illustrated allegories dialectically conclude Architecture.

The Allegory of the Critic represents the misapplication (or ignorance) of the

hermeneutic process suggested in the first allegory, and describes the tension

between the intersection of public and private space, institutionalized Cathol-

icism and resistant Calvinism. The final allegory summarizes the strategies im-

plemented throughout Architecture
,
indicts critics, and describes the Archi-

tect as he who encodes salvific structures, thereby fulfilling Scripture. Unable

in the real world to create buildings responsive to his Calvinist beliefs, Phili-

bert places his faith in the future kingdom ofGod which, he argues, is realized

germinally in his text.

Reading Philibert’s allegories allegorically- taking into account their loca-

tion, their ambiguity, the narrative they develop, and their similarities and

differences-shows that they constitute interpretive signposts in a work that

ostensibly conforms, and limits itself to, existing standards of architectural ex-

pression as obedient representors of power structures. Philibert’s substratum

of significance, however, empowers the Calvinist program for scriptural con-

formity, and sculpts a space for Calvinist expression within the text. Philibert’s

series of allegories, taken as a whole, eliminates the possibility of “bad” archi-

tecture, if architects will only pattern their craft on his text’s precepts. Such

patterning will effect a reformation both of them and of their work. His al-

legories, themselves “structures” composed of architectural components, per-

form a corrective reading of all structuring enterprises. In so doing, they real-

ize, within the space of Philibert’s text, the architecture for which Scripture

calls. They do so by rehearsing the varieties of human imperfection found in

(mis)constructions of buildings, and (mis)construals of meaning.

196 Ibid. And VII, x, p. 213. “Et pource que je vov que les tailleurs de mes figures & histoires

ne m’ont faict les choses si nettement que i’eusse bien desire, j’av voulu reparer la faulte par multi-

plicity de desseings & protraicts que i’ay faict tailler.”
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IV

Conclusion: A-mazing the World

Now I’d like to show you how to build a two-storied building with a Corinthian

order, which is to say, I’ll show you how to do the opposite ofwhat people usu-

ally do .

197

-Philibert de l’Orme

Even as concerns the genre of the architectural manual, Philibert subverts ex-

pectations and denies conventions within his use of convention itself. He
alerts his reader to a second, coded meaning contained in the structures he

erects. He forces a reevaluation ofthe ornamentation of his structures by com-

paring them with their divine prototype. Philibert sees the world, the public

arena in which he creates, as a confused and hostile space, a sphere rife with

potential critics and persecutors. Calvin called the fallen world a maze or lab-

yrinth .

198 Consequendy, it not surprising to find Philibert comparing him-

self to a master maze builder
,
a mystifier who possesses the art to baffle and out-

wit his opponent through the structures he devises. Philibert calls himself a

new Daedalus, averring also that he surpasses him .

199 Philibert describes Dae-

dalus through a neutral, purely architectural reference, as “[he who] is said to

have been the author and inventor of the very first houses and dwellings ,”200

while in fact Daedalus is best known as the architect of the labyrinth that

197 Ibid., VIII, xvi, p. 252. “Maintenant ie desirerois vous monstrer une fa^on de basti-

ment . . . sous un ordre Corinthien . .
.
qui est pour monstrer le contraire de ce qu’on faict

ordinairement.”
198 “Labyrinth” is found throughout Institution. See for example III, ii, 16 and I, vi, p. 89.

William Bouwsma, John Calvin: A Sixteenth Century Portrait (Oxford University Press, 1989),

offers a magisterial analysis of two structuring components of Calvin’s personality and thought:

the labyrinth and the abyss.

199 Blunt, Philibert
, pp. 126-127, citing Philibert: “. .-. comme la dignite, origine et excel-

lence d’Architecture est venue de Dieu, & du ciel, sans en arrester a un Dedalus.”
200 “.

. . lequel on dit avoir este auteur & inventeur des premieres loges et maisons . .
.” Ibid.

63
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housed the Minotaur. In this way Philibert deceptively minimizes, in order

to camouflage, Daedalus’s potency. Similarly, Philibert portrays himself as

creating structures to disguise his strength, the menace that like the monster

lurks at the heart of the maze.

Philibert’s recommendations to his reader as to how to read his text are sim-

ilarly veiled. He suggests that his text is not self-sufficient, that the reader must

move beyond it to complete the text for himself:

I will add that written things never give so much pleasure and instruc-

tion as do those that are practical, pointed out at fingertip . . . this ma-
terial is very difficult to work with . . . which is the reason why it is so

difficult to teach it in writing, in a book .

201

However, he then lists the merits of his text: “you will find in it other pleasing

things from which you will greatly profit as you will see for yourself . . . when
you’ve carefully read and reread this volume.”202 Philibert’s ambivalence

arises more from the question of the process ofinterpretation than the text itself:

the act of reading is freighted with significance, and any favorable reading of

Architecture necessitates a corresponding ideological sympathy. Such ideolog-

ical identification is inherently dangerous both for Philibert and for the sym-

pathetic reader. Consequently, Philibert chooses his words carefully, and uses

code. Philibert’s reader cannot remain neutral. Having penetrated to the sub-

stratum of meaning, the reader is formed as Calvinist.

While Philibert denies violent intent, his need to disassociate weapon

thrusts (“traicts d’arbaleste”) from sketched lines of a drawing (“traicts”) is dis-

ingenuous, amassing a textual arsenal ofweapons in the ideological fray: “our

sketch marks, which are not gunshots to cause offense, but well and practically

drawn in order to teach .”203 The implicit subversive tenor of the text repeat-

edly makes itself heard:

There are many things about the use of traicts that would be hard to ex-

plain ... I beg you to be content with the little I’ve told you about

201 Philibert, Architecture
,
IV, “Prologue,” p. xxx. “Ie adiousteray que les choses ecrites ne

donnent tant de delectation, plaisir & instruction, pour en retirer quelque fruict & prouffit, que

celles qui sont pratiquees & monstrees du doigt ... la matiere est fort difficile a pratiquer& mettre

en oeuvre. Qui est cause que mal-aisement on les peult enseigner par livre et escriture.”

202 Ibid. “.
. . autres choses accompagnees d’un grandissime plaisir & prouffit: ainsi que vous

le cognoistrez apres avoir diligemment leu et releu le present oeuvre.”

203 Ibid., Ill, iii, p. 58. “.
. . nos traicts, qui ne sont traicts d’arbaleste pour offenser, mais

bien traicts & pratiques de Geometrie pour enseigner.” We think of Calvin, who said that he

would send out books and tracts printed in Geneva like bullets.
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them. That will be at least a beginning, so that those who want to take

the trouble can learn more .

204

The reader must cooperate in Philibert’s endeavor, deciphering the latent con-

tent: “therefore the first figure . .
.
you may propose what I’m saying since

my pen, in only a few words, cannot explain it .”205

Jacques Androuet Du Cerceau, a “second-generation” Calvinist architect,

took his predecessor at his word, and completed and revised some of

Philibert’s drawings and structures. Architectural historians have been struck

by how many of Du Cerceau’s drawings alter the constructions of his prede-

cessor, but do not explain why this is the case: “a close reading of the relation-

ship between two major figures of French architecture, the inventor [Phili-

bert] and the designer [Du Cerceau] is of fundamental importance.”206 This

relationship can most profitably be explored by giving serious consideration

to the architect’s Calvinist beliefs. Philibert’s biographer argues that Philibert’s

use of image and detail is always theoretical; through these focuses, Philibert

tells a story about the building on which they are found: “Delorme uses image

. . . analytically ... it is an individual supplement to drawing ... It represents

theoretical thought ... It is an abnormal invention, beyond the bounds of

convention .”207 For Du Cerceau, however, “design constitutes an end in and

of itself.”208 The difference may be attributable to the intensified climate of

religious persecution in which Du Cerceau worked. Even less space obtained

for the explicit expression of either his own, personalized architectural, or Cal-

vinist, desiderata. Instead, Du Cerceau resorted to compiling compendia of

architectural engravings and drawings, many of which were devoted to trans-

lating or revising Philibert’s program.

Thus, a process of reading, interpreting, revising, and amplifying the pre-

204 Ibid., IIII, xi, p. 113. “II y a beaucoup de choses a la pratique des traicts que Ton ne s^au-

roit faire entendre, sans monstrer au doigt comme elles se doivent mettre en oeuvre, soit pour

trasser les pierres, ou pour les appliquer en ladicte oeuvre. Pource est il que ie vous prie de vous

vouloir contenter, de ce que ie vous en monstreray par figures & traicts. Qui est comme un

commencement de faire cognoistre le tout a ceux qui voudront y mettre peine.”

205 Ibid. “Donques la prochaine figure vous pourra proposer ce que ma plume en peu de pa-

roles ne s^auroit expliquer.”

206 Boudon, Philibert, p. 9. “.
. . Panalyse serree de relations entre ces deux figures domi-

nantes de Parchitecture fran^aise, l’inventeur [Philibert] et le dessinateur [du Cerceau] se revele

fondamentale.”
207 Ibid., p. 116. “Delorme utilise Pimage de fa$on profuse. II y recourt comme a un . . .

instrument d’analyse . . . c’est Pauxiliaire indispensable de Part du trait . . . Elle . . . reste sec-

ondaire, derriere la pensee theorique, le savoir constructif et Pinvention plastique.”

208 Ibid. “Pour du Cerceau, le dessin constitue une fin en soi.”
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decessor Calvinist agenda can be traced. This interaction, both textual and

structural, attests to a Calvinist architectural lineage, similar in its concern for

the deployment of space and structure as a subversion of constraint. It also

attests to a quintessentially Calvinist treatment of text. The Calvinist program

documents how the architect is vilified, contains strategies for defending the

architect, attempts to open a space for an interpretation more favorable to the

architect, and tries to coopt the reader’s sympathy. Philibert states this prob-

lem in explicit terms:

The worst thing I can imagine is when the lords and masters of houses

recognize their faults, but don’t want to accept responsibility for them
... Ifthere is some structural weakness they blame it all on the Architect

... to the greater suffering, shame and dishonor of the Architect. When
this happens, you have to take them aside and carefully remonstrate

with them, showing them the reason for, and the nature of, every thing,

which nature is so compelling that it makes a place for itself everywhere,

and for this reason we adhere to this practice .

209

The foregoing quotation can be read as a coded reference to the situation of

Calvinists during the Wars of Religion. Or it could be taken as an instance of

persuasion in which a patron (Catholic) is slowly brought to accept the argu-

ments of the architect (Calvinist). Blamed and persecuted, Calvinists seek a

space in which to express their religious beliefs. Constraint generates a creative

response, resulting in the redetermination of the persons exercising the con-

straint by the person constrained. Architecture not only lists the principles for

building well. It describes how to restructure the human heart.

209 Philibert, Architecture, I, I P 9 .
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